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Genetic factors are likely involved in many aspects of human social behavior, yet influences of 

molecular genetic markers on aspects of human intimate relationships have only recently been 

documented. The present dissertation begins with a review of these recent advances which have 

collectively given rise to the transdisciplinary sub-field of relationship genetics (Chapter Two). 

Particular attention is given to candidate gene studies of intimate relationship characteristics and 

to the elusive but tantalizing notion of “genetic compatibility” between intimate relationship 

partners. The review is followed by two original studies. The first of these (Chapter Three) 

investigates the effects of matching at major histocompatibility complex (MHC) gene markers 

between existing long-term relationship partners on self-reported levels of in-pair attraction. The 

results provide qualified support for the hypothesis that higher levels of matching between 
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relationship partners at MHC markers leads to reduced levels of attraction between those 

partners. However, this effect appears to be strong and reliable only for individuals of Asian 

ancestry, whereas the evidence for such an effect in individuals of non-Asian ancestry is far more 

equivocal. The second study (Chapter Four) applies a genetic technique known as haplotype 

analysis to investigate associations between variation in the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) and 

self-report measures of individual differences and relationship parameters collected from 

partners in long-term intimate relationships. Few effects were found for measures of relationship 

quality, but a number of interesting and consistent associations were uncovered between OXTR 

haplotypes and measures of extra-pair interest and desire. Taken as a whole, the present work 

documents the emergence of an exciting new subfield and presents two novel contributions to 

this nascent literature. Relationship genetics offers the prospect of marrying cutting edge 

molecular genetic techniques to the investigation of questions that have been at the center of 

human life and thought since time immemorial.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 
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The central theme binding together the review and two original studies comprising the 

present dissertation is the influence of molecular genetic parameters on the nature and quality of 

human intimate relationships. This research endeavor was previewed and forecast by several 

forward-looking authors in the first decade of the new millennium (Hobcraft, 2006; Shanahan & 

Hofer, 2005), yet a truly substantive empirical literature on the molecular genetics of intimate 

relationships has only developed within the past six years or so (e.g. Haase et al., 2014; Schoebi, 

Way, Karney & Bradbury, 2012; Walum et al., 2008, 2012). The present dissertation represents 

the culmination of a conscious effort on the part of the author to bridge the disciplines of human 

molecular genetics and personality and social psychology, with a particular focus on the 

involvement of genetics in close and intimate relationship dynamics.  

Chapter Two presents an introductory review of the emerging literature on relationship 

genetics, which also serves to frame and contextualize the original investigations that follow. 

Chapter Three presents an investigation into the effects of matching between partners in 

committed relationship at several loci in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on in-pair 

attraction. Chapter Four presents the results of a study on the effects of single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) and SNP haplotypes in the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) on 

relationship commitment and satisfaction. Finally, Chapter Five presents a general discussion of 

the research presented here and offers a cautiously optimistic appraisal of the possibility for 

additional developments in the coming years.  
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Chapter Two: The Molecular Genetics of Intimate Relationships:  

An Introduction and Review   
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Abstract 

Close and intimate relationships are influenced by a myriad of biological, psychological and 

social factors, and factors from each of these domains must all be involved in any comprehensive 

understanding of human relationships. The ongoing revolution in genetics and genomics has 

made it increasingly feasible to study the contributions of molecular genetics to this heady mix, 

opening new vistas onto the underlying dynamics of human social relationships. Accordingly, 

the present article reviews the emerging literature on the role of molecular genetic markers in 

human intimate relationships. To date, this work has focused on two distinct means by which 

genes can affect the initiation and maintenance of these relationships. The first approach has 

examined associations between candidate genes and relationship characteristics. Prominent 

examples are drawn from the oxytocin-vasopressin system and from other neurotransmitter 

system genes. The second approach has sought to uncover the mystery of genetic compatibility 

in the context of mating and the formation of intimate relationships. Research on negative 

assortative mating for major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes is reviewed, as is recent 

work on genomewide data suggesting a global effect of positive assortative mating for genetic 

markers. This review places the pioneering works of this growing body of literature into a 

comprehensive framework that organizes the knowledge accrued to date and points to new 

avenues of research in the nascent transdisciplinary field of relationship genetics.  
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Interpersonal relationships are pervasive and deeply meaningful elements in the lives of 

nearly all human beings (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Reis, Collins & Berscheid, 2000). Indeed, 

strong, supportive relationships have long been considered critical to an individual’s material, 

mental and physical well-being (Diener, Suh, Lucas & Smith, 1999; Reis, 2001; Saphire-

Bernstein & Taylor, 2013). In the past few decades, relationship researchers have increasingly 

sought to understand the delicate interplay between psychological and biological factors that are 

responsible both for motivating our social behaviors and for responding in real-time to the 

feedback produced by the outcomes of social interactions (Taylor, 2002). However, the causal 

arrow can run the other way as well: Social encounters can dynamically influence gene 

expression, leading to dramatic context-dependent differences in the extent to which particular 

genetic factors are brought into play (for review see Slavich & Cole, 2013). Increasing 

recognition of the intricate complexities of the social-biological interface in humans stemming 

from the ongoing work of social neuroscientists, social neuroendocrinologists, health 

psychologists and practitioners from a wide array of related fields has given rise to a vast and 

growing literature on biological causes and consequences of close relationships (e.g. Ellison & 

Gray, 2009; Fernandez-Duque, Valeggia & Mendoza, 2009; Kiecolt-Glaser, Gouin & Hantsoo, 

2010; van Anders, Goldey & Kuo, 2011). In this vast and variegated landscape of 

transdisciplinary research, some of the most exciting and important advances that have emerged 

in recent years have come from the nascent subfield of relationship genetics.    

Molecular genetic techniques have been increasingly incorporated into the ongoing 

research programs of scholars across the social sciences, including economists (D. Benjamin et 

al., 2012; Navarro, 2009) political scientists (Fowler & Dawes, 2013; Hatemi & McDermott, 

2012) and sociologists (Freese, 2008; Freese & Shostak, 2009; Shanahan & Hofer, 2005). The 

involvement of psychologists in molecular genetic research has been even more intensive, and 
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social psychologists have recently joined in the effort to bring 21st century genetics to bear on the 

richly characterized phenotypes at the heart of personality and social psychology (e.g. Fraley, 

Roisman, Booth-LaForce, Owen & Holland, 2013; Gillath, Shaver, Baek & Chun, 2008; 

Kitayama et al., 2014; McCrae, Scally, Terracciano, Abecasis & Costa, 2010; Poulin, Holman & 

Buffone, 2012; Rodrigues, Saslow, Garcia, John & Keltner, 2009; Tabak, McCullough, Carver, 

Pedersen & Cuccaro, 2014).  

The present review introduces some of the early insights that have been gained by 

utilizing molecular genetic techniques to ask new questions about the forces that influence our 

closest of relationships. Relationship genetics is a sub-field of a rapidly growing literature 

investigating the associations between molecular genetic parameters and many aspects of social 

cognition, social behavior and interpersonal relationships (Ebstein, Israel, Chew, Zhong & 

Knafo, 2010; Ebstein, Knafo, Mankuta, Chew & Lai, 2012). Following a brief summary of key 

concepts and concerns in modern molecular genetics, the review surveys two major areas of 

research into the molecular genetic contributions to intimate relationship dynamics: candidate 

gene association studies of intimate relationship characteristics and dynamics and the quest to 

uncover the influence of “genetic compatibility” in the formation, maintenance and dissolution 

of human intimate relationships. This review is primarily intended for social psychologists and 

researchers from allied fields who are interested in learning more about the application of 

modern genetic techniques to questions of social-psychological import. Accordingly, I begin by 

briefly summarizing a few central but often overlooked genetic concepts, before proceeding to 

the substance of the review.  
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How do Genes Influence Intimate Relationships? 

Uncovering and clarifying the pathways mediating the influences of genotypes (actual 

variation at the genetic level) on phenotypes (observable traits such as appearance, behavior, and 

health) is a central concern in modern genetic and genomic research (Jones, Pembrey, Golding & 

Herrick, 2005; Wagner & Zhang, 2011). With respect to behavioral and relationship measures in 

particular, it is critical to bear in mind that no genetic variant has a truly direct effect. In the 

molecular view of the gene, a gene’s function is to produce a specific RNA product that, in 

concert with a dizzying array of other biological molecules, brings into being and maintains 

complex and multiply-determined biological states within the organism. These biological states 

unfold via a number of interrelated hormonal, inflammatory and neural pathways, which then 

influence neural firing patterns and other higher-level biological processes that are only 

meaningful to personality and social psychologists at an aggregated level of analysis. These 

pathways ultimately connect genetic variation with the psychological level of analysis by 

influencing the affect, behavior and cognition of individuals, and these individuals form 

relationships by interacting repeatedly with other individuals.  

By definition, relationships require the involvement of at least two people, and individual 

differences in personality, appearance, socioeconomic status and interpersonal behaviors interact 

in a complex and not yet fully understood manner to determine the course and quality of an 

intimate pairing. The characteristics and dynamics of a relationship between any two individuals 

can then be seen as the products of complex multi-level interactions between the characteristics 

of the two individuals and the surrounding social context that unfold dynamically with the 

passage of time and the increasing familiarity borne of repeated interaction.  
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The Concept of the Gene in Modern Science  

As a concept, “Gene” has multiple meanings, which can be roughly divided into two 

families of gene concepts that can be referred to as the “evolutionary” and the “molecular” gene 

concepts (Falk, 2010; Griffiths & Neumann-Held, 1999). The evolutionary gene concept, the 

older of the two, conceives of the gene as an abstract heritable factor that is responsible for the 

development of a particular set of phenotypic traits. Further refinements specified that genes 

were units of DNA sequence that segregate together during meiotic recombination, thereby 

comprising discrete units of heritability at the genetic level (Dawkins, 1976, 1982; Williams, 

1966). By contrast, the molecular gene was originally defined as a sequence of DNA that 

encodes a single polypeptide product – an enzyme, a ligand, a receptor, or some other 

biologically relevant polypeptide chain. Modern genomics has substantially rewritten this 

definition to include any DNA sequence that encodes an RNA transcript with functional 

significance, either proximately or ultimately, and that possesses the transcriptional machinery 

necessary for enabling the transcription of the sequence (Brosius, 2009; Gerstein et al., 2007; 

Pesole, 2008; Wang, 2005). However, the distinction between the older and the newer molecular 

gene concepts are not relevant to the research reviewed in the present article, since all the genes 

to be discussed herein do in fact encode messenger RNA molecules that are subsequently 

translated in the ribosomes into functional polypeptide products. 

To clarify: The research reviewed in the present article focuses almost entirely on 

findings using the “molecular gene” conception. This is particularly true for the section on 

candidate gene association studies of intimate relationship dynamics (see below), as it is 

important to recognize that the genes in a candidate gene study are always molecular genes. In 

addition, it is important to distinguish between a candidate gene and a candidate gene variant, the 

latter referring to a particular variation located within or near a gene that captures only a portion 
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of the relevant variation contained within the DNA of the gene as a whole. The challenge, then, 

is to continually bear in mind that the effect of a particular variant within a given molecular gene 

is not interchangeable with the influence of the gene itself, and likewise that findings for a 

particular variant cannot be used to assess the existence or size of effects at other candidate 

variants in the same gene, absent evidence of tight linkage between the two variants.  

On the Nature of Genetic Variation 

Most DNA variants in the human genome are either single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) or simple sequence repeats (SSRs),1 short sequences of nucleotides repeated a varying 

number of times (Hannan, 2010). SNPs and SSRs will always be some orders of magnitude 

smaller than the total stretch of DNA that comprises the molecular gene or genes with which 

they are associated. Accordingly, it is helpful to conceive of DNA variants as being lower-order 

units within the higher-order structure provided by the gene (or intergenic region). In fact, there 

will usually be anywhere from a few dozen to several hundred different DNA variants within the 

stretch of DNA containing the full complement of a molecular gene’s coding sequence, including 

transcribed but untranslated elements such as introns and 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions, as well 

as critical upstream and downstream regulatory regions. Thus, a particular gene may harbor 

many different DNA variants, whereas individual variants are generally associated with one and 

only one molecular gene. From this perspective, the molecular gene provides analytical 

coherence to the many diverse investigations in modern genetics research that utilize a wide 

range of cutting-edge genetic and genomic technologies.  

Not long ago, a commonly held view among geneticists was that only non-synonymous 

polymorphisms (that is, polymorphisms that change the encoded amino-acid) within protein-

                                                 
1 A third category of variation known as copy number variants (CNVs) exists as well, but I do not address 

these in the present review.  
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coding sequences could have “functional” (that is, observable) consequences for the emergent 

organismal phenotype. However, a dramatic flood of new data has fundamentally transformed 

the modern “post-genomic” view of genetic variation and gene function (e.g. ENCODE Project 

Consortium, 2007, 2012). Particular attention is now given to the fact that genes must be 

expressed to be influential, and so variation regulating gene expression is generally regarded as 

the primary source of adaptive variability in mammals and other complex organisms (Carroll, 

2005; Portin, 2008).  

DNA sequence variants can often influence gene expression levels indirectly, by altering 

epigenetic regulatory mechanisms such as CpG methylation, chromatin conformation and the 

binding of microRNA repressor elements (Barrett, Fletcher & Wilton, 2012). For example, 

synonymous variations in protein-coding sequences are variants that do not change the amino 

acid encoded by the codon in which it is found. These variants have long been used to index 

“neutral” variation in tests for signatures of strong positive selection (cf. Lachance & Tishkoff, 

2013), yet we now know that synonymous variants can have important consequences for the 

organismal phenotype, as made evident by a considerable number of diseases that have been 

directly linked to variants of this kind (Hunt, Simhadri, Iandoli, Sauna & Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2014; 

Sauna & Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011). Introns were similarly dismissed as non-functional in the past, 

but now we know that they may harbor sequences encoding microRNA transcripts with direct 

functional effects, as well as promoter, enhancer and repressor elements that may influence the 

overall level of gene expression (Barrett et al., 2012). In addition, these segments interposed 

between the coding sequences in molecular genes must contain certain splicing signals, the lack 

of which can interfere with the proper splicing of the gene transcript, possibly resulting in non-

translation or the production of a malfunctioning protein. SNPs can disrupt these signals and 

thereby directly influence transcription or translation of a gene, even though they do not affect 
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the amino acid sequence of the ultimate protein product. SSRs were also long regarded as non-

functional “neutral” markers, but they too have been convincingly reframed as key players in 

evolutionary change and adaptation at the molecular level (Gemayal, Vinces, Legendre & 

Verstrepen, 2010; Hannan, 2010). In sum, we may not always know what function, a particular 

variant may have, but that does not entitle us to conclude a priori that the variant has no function, 

absent clear and convincing empirical evidence to that effect.  

A Brief Defense of Candidate Gene Association Studies 

For over two decades, one of the leading approaches to investigating the links between 

molecular genetic variation and phenotypes from all realms of scientific inquiry has been the 

candidate gene association study. Generally speaking, this approach entails the association of a 

target phenotype (in our case, intimate relationships) with one or more DNA variants in and 

around specific "candidate" genes. Originally, candidate genes were selected primarily on the 

basis of extensive animal research implicating particular genes in biological processes such as 

the various neurotransmitter systems. At present, an additional source of candidates is 

increasingly provided by genomewide association studies (GWASs), which apply a similar 

approach to association testing using hundreds of thousands or even millions of SNPs spread 

throughout the entire genome. The combination of the increasing popularity of GWASs with the 

widespread perception of non-replication of candidate gene findings has given rise to an attitude 

of skepticism towards candidate gene findings among many geneticists. At its most extreme, this 

trend has led to accusations of numerous studies being based upon “spurious false positives” and 

to calls for geneticists to abandon the candidate gene approach entirely (e.g. Chabris et al., 2012; 

Charney & English, 2012; Sullivan, 2007). In view of this now-prevalent attitude of wary 

skepticism of and ambivalence towards candidate gene studies, it is necessary to preface a 
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review of research in this area with a brief defense of the candidate gene study and a rebuttal of 

some of the most serious criticisms that have been offered.  

 The core of the concern with candidate gene studies is that they are perceived by many as 

producing unreplicable findings (Sullivan, 2007). This view first emerged over a decade ago in 

the wake of a handful of early meta-analytic reviews of candidate gene studies (i.e. Ioannidis, 

Ntzani, Trikalinos, & Contopoulos-Ioannidis, 2001; Lohmueller, Pearce, Pike, Lander & 

Hirschhorn,  2003). Although these earlier synthetic reviews found a mixed pattern of replication 

and non-replication, the rate at which initial associations were subsequently replicated was 

estimated first at 25% (Ioannidis et al., 2001) and then later at between 36% and 44% 

(Lohmueller et al., 2003).2 Based on these findings, many scholars concluded that the rate of 

replication was simply too low, and subsequent discussion has apparently accepted this 

characterization without seriously considering the question of what a “good” or “bad” rate of 

replication might actually be.   

Yet even a replication rate as low as 25% surely belies the common claim that candidate 

gene studies “don’t replicate”, since 25% is considerably greater than 0%. Bear in mind also that 

what this estimate means is that 25% of initial findings appear to be supported by the sum total 

of the subsequent efforts to replicate them, and so should be considered as confirmed positive 

findings. One might well argue that if we can detect "true" associations at rates as high as 25%, 

we should instead be celebrating the fact that we have been able to demonstrate that certain 

candidate effects actually are (apparently) real. Moreover, we are also able to determine that 

other proposed effects may in fact be fluke findings that do not warrant any further investigation. 

The presence and applicability of the meta-analytic method to candidate gene studies provides a 

                                                 
2 Of 25 associations considered, 11 (44%) were supported when the original study was included in the 

analysis, whereas only 8 (36%) were still significant after the original study was excluded.  
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strong argument in favor of loosening standards for publication in the service of increasing the 

availability of important and relevant data for use in systematic reviews.  

Another common criticism of candidate gene studies is that they use samples that are not 

large enough to detect the small effects that candidate gene variants are said to have in most 

cases. Granted that the effects of individual genetic variants are likely to be small, with only a 

few rare exceptions, it follows that larger sample sizes are necessary to obtain sufficient power to 

differentiate a true signal of a small effect from a false positive signal emerging from the noise. 

Moreover, it has certainly been the case that not all reported associations with psychological 

traits have successfully borne the test of time. A prominent example concerns an association 

between a variant in the dopamine receptor D4 gene (DRD4) and the personality trait of novelty 

seeking that was first reported nearly 20 years ago (i.e. J. Benjamin et al., 1996; Ebstein et al., 

1996) but that has not been supported by subsequent meta-analytic reviews (e.g. Munafo, Yalcin, 

Willis-Owen & Flint, 2008). Yet even for DRD4, we must note that other meta-analyses have 

demonstrated robust support for the association of this same variant with measures of attention-

deficit-hyperactivity disorder (Gizer, Ficks & Waldman, 2009; Nikolaidis & Gray, 2010; Smith, 

2010). Other candidate gene findings that appear to be holding up include the association 

between the serotonin transporter gene promoter length variant (5HTTLPR) and the personality 

trait of neuroticism, although this may only be the case for Caucasian samples who completed a 

particular set of personality measures known as the NEO-FFI and the NEO-PI-R (Minelli, 

Bonvicini, Scassellati, Sartori & Gennarelli, 2011; Munafo, Clark & Flint, 2005; Munafo et al., 

2009; Schinka, Busch, & Robichaux-Keene, 2004; Sen, Burmeister & Ghosh, 2004). The 

purpose of citing these counter-examples is to highlight the following point: Although it is true 

that some early associations have not borne the test of time, it is equally the case that other early 

associations have been upheld by subsequent research.  
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 Critics also overlook one of the great strengths of candidate gene studies: their 

hypothesis-driven approach to the selection of candidate variants and measures of phenotypes 

(Cordell & Clayton, 2005; Jorgensen et al., 2009). The selection of candidate variants within a 

candidate gene is ideally driven by knowledge about the structure of the gene and its variants 

from previous research, clear hypotheses about the relevance of the gene in question to a specific 

biological process, and a credible linkage between that biological process and the phenotype of 

interest to the investigation (Cordell & Clayton, 2005). If scientists adhere closely to these 

criteria, the a priori probability of a true association for a well-chosen set of candidate gene 

variants will be considerably higher than is often presumed by critics of the candidate gene 

approach. However, the most important strength of the candidate gene approach may be that 

some candidate genes have accrued truly enormous research literatures, and in these cases, the 

wealth of available information can be leveraged to generate penetrating insights and novel 

predictions to be addressed by subsequent investigations. This is the case for the 5HTTLPR and 

DRD4 SSR variants discussed above, for example, and it is true as well for most, if not all, of the 

candidate genes investigated in the studies to be reviewed below.  

Candidate Gene Association Studies of Intimate Relationship Dynamics 

Intimate relationships were largely ignored as a source of target phenotypes for candidate 

gene research prior to the landmark study of Walum and colleagues in 2008. Fortunately, 

however, this literature blossomed in the years that followed, turning up a number of promising 

leads in the process. A thorough and wide-ranging review of the published literature on 

candidate gene studies of intimate relationships in humans identified ten papers that have 

investigated associations with variants in seven different candidate genes (see Table 1). No 

candidate gene has been the focus of more than two studies, and only three have been the focus 

of more than one study: the 5HTTLPR variant introduced earlier, the oxytocin receptor gene 
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(OXTR) and the vasopressin receptor 1a gene (AVPR1A). Moreover, in the latter two cases, the 

two papers in question primarily examined different variants of the gene they held in common. 

Each of the remaining papers in Table 1 is the sole published study to investigate the gene in 

question with respect to intimate relationships.  

 This section reviews the preponderance of the findings from these early studies and 

considers the prospects for additional work on candidate gene association studies of the 

dynamics of ongoing human relationships. Certain pathways have come to the fore in the search 

for the biological substrates of social phenotypes. The most prominent example so far has been 

the oxytocin-vasopressin system of neuropeptides, which has been repeatedly implicated in 

animal and human relationships and social behavior more generally (Carter, 1998; Donaldson & 

Young, 2008; Ebstein et al., 2010, 2012). Accordingly, this section begins with a survey of 

findings involving candidate genes in this system, followed by a consideration of findings 

involving candidate genes drawn from other gene systems that have been extensively studied in 

psychiatric and psychological genetics (e.g. the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems).  

Important questions of study design will be highlighted with a focus on how some of the 

reviewed studies have attempted to address these concerns. 

Oxytocin-Vasopressin Genes in Intimate Relationships 

Recognition of the central role played by the oxytocin-vasopressin system of 

neuropeptides has been increasing in relationship biology (Feldman, 2012; Savulescu & 

Sandberg, 2008; van Anders et al., 2011). Moreover, the links between this system and 

pairbonding behavior are well-established in animal models, especially in monogamous prairie 

voles (Donaldson & Young, 2008; Young, Young & Hammock, 2005). For these reasons, the 

oxytocin-vasopressin system stands out as a likely source of candidate genes for relationship 

genetics (Ebstein et al., 2010, 2012; Skuse & Gallagher, 2011). Three candidate genes from the 
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oxytocin-vasopressin system have been studied in relation to intimate relationships in humans: 

AVPR1A, OXTR and CD38, which will be introduced shortly. The findings with respect to each 

of these three candidate genes will now be addressed in turn.  

AVPR1A and intimate relationships. The first documented association between a 

genetic variant and an aspect of human intimate relationships investigated two SSR variants in 

AVPR1A (Walum et al., 2008), a good example of a candidate gene with a deep and relevant 

animal literature. Indeed, numerous other studies have since examined the influence of this SSR 

variant on social behavior in chimpanzees (Hopkins, Donaldson & Young, 2012), bonobos 

(Staes et al., 2014) and especially in humans (Avinun et al., 2011; Knafo et al., 2008; Meyer-

Lindenberg et al., 2009). In addition to its importance as a pioneering paper, the study by Walum 

et al. (2008) has the virtue of providing an exemplar of how to conduct and report a candidate 

gene study of a psychosocial phenotype. The authors measured the lengths of two SSR loci 

nicknamed ‘RS1’ and ‘RS3’ that reside in the region upstream of AVPR1A in a sample of 552 

Swedish twins and their long-term intimate relationship partners. The RS3 variant presented with 

a large number of different allele lengths, ranging from 318 to 354 base pairs (bp) in length, and 

the authors tested whether carriers of any of the most frequently observed alleles had 

significantly different scores on measures of relationship quality, relative to non-carriers of that 

particular allele. They found that the allele measuring 334 bp in their study was associated with 

significantly lower scores on an ad hoc measure derived by PCA from items administered as part 

of several different scales and named the Partner Bonding Scale.3 Further exploration of 334-

carriers showed that they were significantly more likely to be in unmarried cohabiting 

relationships rather than in marriages and that they were significantly more likely to be at risk for 

                                                 
3 Personality and social psychologists should be particularly appreciative of the fact that the complete set of 

items in the final scale are presented along with their component loadings in a handy supplementary table.  
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divorce. Finally, the partners of 334 allele carriers also reported lower levels of marital 

satisfaction using the well-established Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier, 1976). These results 

are particularly compelling because the authors tested every allele that reached or exceeded a 

threshold frequency of 0.1% (i.e. n > 10 in their sample) and used a conservative correction for 

multiple tests, yet the association with the 334 allele persisted. Also, the use of partner reports in 

addition to self-reported measures provides a crucial element of external validity to the findings, 

suggesting that the effects of AVPR1A are observable to the outside world, and are not limited to 

self-conscious assessments made by the individuals themselves.  

Importantly, all of the results just mentioned were only found to be significant for the 

male participants in the study, whereas a similar pattern was tested but not found for the twins’ 

female partners, who were also typed in the investigation. This suggests that there may be a sex 

difference in the effects of AVPR1A RS3 variation, such that the ‘334’ allele only influences the 

relationships of male carriers, but not those of female carriers. Studies in other human samples 

have found that the 334 allele predicts increased amygdala activation to fearful faces (Meyer-

Lindenberg et al., 2009) and increased voluntary giving in experimental games designed to 

measure prosocial generosity (Avinun et al., 2011; Knafo et al., 2008). These findings provide 

additional support for the 334 allele of the RS3 polymorphism as a candidate variant for 

involvement in human intimate relationships.  

Although no study to date has attempted to directly replicate the findings of Walum et al. 

(2008), some degree of corroboration has been provided by an investigation into SNPs associated 

with the prevalence of drug use disorders in a large case-control study (Maher et al., 2011). The 

authors typed a few hundred SNPs in and around several dozen pre-selected candidate genes and 

found that several tightly linked SNPs in the second exon of AVPR1A were significantly 

associated with both drug use disorder and with a measure of relationship quality named the 
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Relationship Assessment Scale. The authors then selected one of the tightly linked SNPs, 

rs11174811, and functionally validated it using bioinformatics analyses, which showed that the 

SNP affects the ability of certain micro-RNA molecules to bind with the DNA at that particular 

spot, thus reducing the ability of these molecules to interfere with the transcription of the gene. 

Finally, they replicated the association of rs11174811 with drug use disorder in two additional 

samples, and in one of these samples found that the SNP was also associated with a measure of 

marital warmth (the other replication sample did not have a relevant measure of intimate 

relationship quality). This study is somewhat limited by the fact that it is difficult to infer the 

direction of the effects of rs11174811 on relationship quality in the two samples based on the 

information presented. Even so, this study strengthens the case for AVPR1A as a candidate gene 

influencing the quality of human intimate relationships.  

OXTR and intimate relationships. The logic that suggested AVPR1A as a candidate 

gene for investigation in humans is even stronger and better articulated for the related gene 

encoding the oxytocin receptor (OXTR; for reviews see Carter, 2014; Ebstein et al., 2010, 2012). 

Although a direct link to intimate relationship quality was only demonstrated in 2012 (Walum et 

al., 2012; see now also Schneiderman et al., 2014), the literature on this gene with respect to 

behavioral and social phenotypes more generally has grown rapidly over the course of the past 

six years (Bakermans-Kranenburg & van IJzendoorn, 2014; Ebstein et al., 2010, 2012). Many of 

these other phenotypes are likely to influence intimate relationship dynamics, meaning that some 

of the effects of OXTR on intimate relationships may be indirect.  

Five years after pioneering the field of relationship genetics with their initial report on 

AVPR1A, Walum and colleagues returned to the fore with a 12-SNP study of OXTR and the 

quality of intimate relationships in females (Walum et al., 2012). In an initial “discovery” 

sample, associations were reported between each of the individual SNP markers and the measure 
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of partner bonding derived previously (Walum et al., 2008). The authors also presented data for 

the same SNPs in a “replication” sample, in which participants completed a different global 

measure of relationship quality known as the Relationship Quality Scale. The major finding was 

an association between the 3' UTR-proximal SNP rs7632778 and partner bonding or relationship 

quality. This association was significant (at p < .05) in both a discovery sample and a smaller 

replication sample, and for this reason the authors of the study focused on this SNP for follow-up 

analyses. These revealed an apparent dominant pattern of effect for the minor 'A' allele at 

rs7632778 such that carriers of this allele reported lower levels of partner bonding or relationship 

quality, relative to the GG homozygotes in the study. In the discovery sample, a similar 

association was found with a spouse-reported measure of dyadic consensus, although no such 

relationship was found for other measures included in the same instrument, such as affectional 

expression, dyadic satisfaction and dyadic cohesion.  

Also of note in this study is that several other SNPs showed weak signals of association 

with partner bonding as well. In particular, it appears that the genotypic ANOVA F was nearly 

"nominally" significant for both rs53576 and rs237897, linked SNPs that occur near the 

beginning of Intron 3 in OXTR and that have been studied in many other papers as well. The 

genotypic-ANOVA approach has the drawback that it does not test for a linear association, i.e., 

an additive effect for a particular allele, and also that it may miss a significant dominant or 

recessive pattern of allelic effect. Thus it is difficult to determine whether these effects were or 

were not consistent with a generally positive effect of the G allele at rs53576 on social 

relationships, as would be indicated by a higher degree of relationship quality in G allele carriers 

or homozygotes.  

A second study on the role of OXTR in intimate relationships investigated the effects of 

five SNPs in the gene on communicative empathy between relationship partners during the 
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completion of a standardized laboratory paradigm designed to study intimate relationships 

(Schneiderman et al., 2014). Communicative empathy was rated by independent judges based on 

video recordings of participants’ behavior in a support-giving interaction with their relationship 

partners. Possessing more “risk” alleles across the five SNPs was significantly correlated with 

less empathic communication while supporting a relationship partner, both in males and in 

females. However, rs1042778 was the only SNP that was significantly associated with empathic 

communication in tests of single-marker associations. Notably, two of the SNPs in this study had 

also been examined by Walum et al. (2012): rs1042778 and rs2254298. Neither SNP was 

significantly associated with the measures of pairbond quality investigated in that study, but 

other research supports a role for rs1042778 in social relationships generally (Creswell et al., 

2014) and in parenting behavior specifically (Feldman et al., 2012).  

A considerable number of additional studies have investigated the effects of OXTR SNPs 

on a range of other phenotypes that may indirectly influence intimate relationship dynamics. In 

2009, Rodrigues et al. reported that individuals who were homozygous for the ‘G’ allele of the 

SNP rs53576 in the third intron of OXTR demonstrated improved performance on a task in which 

participants read the affective states being displayed in pictures of individuals with varying 

degrees of emotional expression. Performance on this task may indicate levels of ability on a key 

social skill that is thought to underpin empathy. Indeed, G allele homozygotes were also found to 

score higher on a self-report measure of empathy in the same sample. If carrying the A allele of 

rs53576 leads to impairments in empathic capacity and empathic capacity is related to the quality 

of an individual's intimate relationship, then carrying the A allele may have an indirect influence 

on the quality of carriers' relationships via the effect on empathy. Other work showed that G-

allele homozygotes were rated as behaving in a more affiliative and friendly manner in a 5-

minute videotaped segment (Kogan et al., 2011), and that the G allele was associated with social 
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skills such as face memory in both autistic subjects and controls (Parker et al., 2014). The studies 

just mentioned represent a fraction of the research that has been published on rs53576 and other 

OXTR SNPs over the course of the past six to eight years. In sum, there are several SNPs at 

different locations throughout OXTR that are worthy targets for additional research with respect 

to intimate relationships (for review see Ebstein et al., 2012).  

CD38 and intimate relationships. A relative new-comer on the oxytocin-vasopressin 

stage is the signaling molecule CD38, which was recently reported to play a causal role in 

triggering the release of oxytocin into the brain and body (D. Jin et al., 2007). This finding has 

led some to suggest that the gene encoding the CD38 molecule, CD38, may play an important 

role in facilitating the social behaviors induced by oxytocin (Bartz & McInnes, 2007; Ebstein et 

al., 2012). Recently, Algoe and Way (2014) investigated the influence of two SNPs in CD38 on 

intimate relationship dynamics. The study employed a diverse array of measures, including self- 

and partner-reported measures of relationship satisfaction, lab-based observations of the couples 

receiving and delivering expressions of gratitude towards each other, and a daily diary self-report 

method which was used to assess the frequency of expressing gratitude to the partner in everyday 

life. Both the number of ‘G’ alleles at rs6449182 and carrying a copy of the ‘A’ allele at 

rs3796863 were significantly associated with lower perceived responsiveness while delivering an 

expression of gratitude to one’s partner. Having a greater number of ‘G’ alleles at rs6449182 was 

also associated with reduced relationship satisfaction, lower levels of perceived responsiveness 

and expressions of loving while receiving a gratitude expression from one’s partner, lower 

expressions of loving while delivering a gratitude expression to one’s partner, and a reduced 

likelihood of expressing gratitude towards one’s partner in the course of everyday life. Although 

these initial findings are quite promising, as always we must remain skeptically optimistic until 

additional studies are published replicating or extending the results of this intriguing study.  
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Candidate Genes from Neurotransmitter Systems and Beyond 

By far the most researched candidate gene systems within psychiatric and psychological 

genetics are those involved in the production, regulation and dissemination of a handful of 

important neurotransmitters, particularly those involved in the serotonin and dopamine pathways 

(e.g. Montag & Reuter, 2014). Of all the candidate gene variants in the wide literature on these 

systems, only 5HTTLPR has been investigated in more than one study on human intimate 

relationships. There is a vast literature on 5HTTLPR, a SSR in the promoter region of the 

serotonin transporter gene, and a considerable number of meta-analyses have sought to 

synthesize these research findings. A number of these have found support for an association of 

the variant with the personality trait of neuroticism, as measured by the NEO inventories 

(Minelli et al., 2011; Munafo et al., 2009; Schinka et al., 2004; Sen et al., 2004), while other 

meta-analyses have supported effects on amygdala activation during the performance of 

laboratory tasks (Murphy et al., 2013) and on cortisol levels following psychosocial stress (R. 

Miller, Wankerl, Stalder, Kirschbaum & Alexander, 2013).  

Even with all this research activity, Schoebi and colleagues (Schoebi, Way, Karney & 

Bradbury, 2012) were the first to investigate the effect of 5HTTLPR on intimate relationship 

dynamics, focusing in particular on sensitivity to positive and negative affective communication 

between partners. Couples were recorded engaging in brief supportive and conflictual 

conversations, and independent coders rated their affective communication. The authors found 

that short allele carriers were sensitive and responsive to positive emotional communication from 

their partner, whereas LL homozygotes’ emotions were unaffected by their partners’ positive 

emotional communication. More recently, a different group of researchers has reported that 

5HTTLPR moderated the influence of emotional behavior on relationship satisfaction (Haase et 

al., 2013). Specifically, declines in marital satisfaction were predicted by higher negative and 
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lower positive emotional behavior in short allele homozygotes, but not in long allele carriers, 

who were unaffected by levels of emotional behaviors. In both of these studies, the findings are 

consistent with increased plasticity or reactivity to the environment in carriers of the short allele 

of 5HTTLPR, whereas long allele homozygotes are comparatively unaffected by contextual 

variation. Less clear is whether this augers well or poorly for the relationships of the individuals 

carrying either of the alleles.   

Another finding associating a variant in a candidate gene with intimate relationship 

dynamics used SNPs in the GABA receptor A2 gene (GABRA2) to form haplotypes for analysis 

in association with a measure of aggression and anger towards one’s partner (Simons et al., 

2013). The haplotype designated by the authors of this study as “high-functioning” was 

significantly associated with reduced partner-directed anger, but only in participants who had 

been abused as children. By contrast, there were no differences between carriers and non-carriers 

among participants who had not experienced childhood abuse. Thus, the high-functioning 

haplotype appeared to provide a protective effect against partner-directed anger that was only 

evident if the carrier had been exposed to abuse as a child. Other studies on SNPs in and around 

GABRA2 (not necessarily the same SNPs, however) have found associations with the personality 

trait impulsiveness (Villafuerte, Strumba, Stoltenberg, Zucker & Burmeister, 2013) and with 

rule-breaking and the initiation of substance abuse in adolescents (Trucco, Villafuerte, Heitzeg, 

Burmeister & Zucker, 2014). However, the extent to which these phenotypes are related to the 

findings of Simons et al. (2013) remains to be determined.   

The dopaminergic system represents another classical neurotransmitter system worthy of 

consideration as a source of candidate genes for research on intimate relationships. However, 

there appears to have been no studies associating dopaminergic markers with intimate 

relationship parameters to date. Several markers in the dopaminergic system have been 
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associated with individual differences in sexual behavior, and might therefore be of particular 

interest in the study of intimate relationships of a more enduring variety as well. For example, an 

early study found an association between a marker in the dopamine receptor D2 gene (DRD2) 

and a participant’s age at first sex (W. Miller et al., 1999), whereas a different variant in DRD2 

was associated with a participant’s number of sex partners in the previous year (Halpern, 

Kaestle, Guo & Hallfors, 2007). A similar finding was reported with respect to a variant in the 

dopamine transporter gene (DAT1), which was associated with an individual's lifetime number of 

sexual partners in the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Guo, Tong, Xie & 

Lange, 2007). Lastly, the commission of sexual infidelity within the context of an exclusive 

long-term relationship, assessed by self-report, was significantly associated with carrying the 7R 

allele of the Exon 3 SSR in DRD4 (Garcia et al., 2010). In summary, variants within such 

frequently studied dopamine-system genes as DRD2, DRD4, and DAT1 present attractive 

candidates for future investigations into the molecular genetics of intimate relationships.  

One final example of a candidate gene system is the steroid hormone system (Westberg 

& Eriksson, 2008), which has been comparatively under-studied in research on human behavior. 

To date, the only candidate gene in this system to receive much attention has been the androgen 

receptor gene (AR), the primary receptor by which testosterone and other androgens exert their 

effects upon the body and the brain. A trinucleotide SSR in the first exon of AR known as the 

(CAG)n polymorphism has been the subject of a large body of research (for review see Ryan & 

Crespi, 2013; Westberg & Eriksson, 2008), including some studies involving individual 

differences in human social behaviors. Most notable of these was a landmark study examining 

the hormonal responses of men to brief interactions with an attractive female confederate in a 

carefully controlled laboratory investigation (Roney, Simmons & Lukaszewski, 2010). These 

authors found that the number of (CAG)n repeats significantly predicted men’s testosterone 
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responses to the presence of the female confederate, such that more repeats were associated with 

smaller testosterone responses, controlling for baseline levels of testosterone. This finding seems 

to be corroborated by related findings from the same lab showing that individuals with relatively 

longer alleles self-reported higher levels of sociosexuality (Simmons & Roney, 2011) and 

extraversion (Lukaszewski & Roney, 2011). Thus this variant seems to be linked to traits that are 

likely involved in intimate relationship processes.  

Despite the accumulated findings just reviewed, only one study thus far has directly 

investigated the influence of the AR (CAG)n polymorphism on real-life intimate relationships, 

finding that women with two “long” alleles or two “short” alleles reported greater solitary and 

dyadic sexual desire than long/short heterozygotes (Elaut et al., 2012). However, these findings 

are difficult to interpret for two reasons: The splitting approach weakens power to detect a true 

effect due to unnecessary dichotomization, and the effect that they uncovered seems to be one of 

heterosis, wherein the heterozygote scores markedly differently from both homozygotes, which 

by contrast do not significantly differ. Such a pattern can be difficult to interpret properly when 

obtained using truly biallelic loci, and becomes nearly meaningless when uncovered in the 

context of a forced biallelic locus obtained by unwarranted dichotomization of a multi-allelic 

polymorphism. Researchers employing this marker and markers like it should give this matter 

careful thought when designing studies and analyzing collected data.  

Summary of Candidate Gene Studies of Intimate Relationships 

 In summary, the oxytocin-vasopressin system has been the most frequently investigated 

candidate system in molecular genetic studies of intimate relationship dynamics, and has also 

produced the greatest number of positive findings to date. The studies summarized here provide 

a sampling of the questions now being asked and the methodologies now being employed by an 

increasingly visible group of interdisciplinary social geneticists. Particular strengths of the 
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approaches employed include the collection of self-report data from both members in the 

relationship (Algoe & Way, 2014; Walum et al., 2008, 2012), behavioral coding by independent 

observers of laboratory-based discussions between partners (Schoebi et al., 2012; Schneiderman 

et al., 2014) and daily diary methods that increase the accuracy and validity of the participants’ 

self-reports and allow for the assessment of dynamic changes over time (Algoe & Way, 2014). 

More research on the roles of the candidate genes investigated in these studies is certainly 

warranted, but it is perhaps even more important to urge the use of these carefully designed 

methods in more studies and by a greater range of researchers. The fine, precise characterization 

of complex social phenotypes is a particular specialty of the personality and social psychologist, 

so scholars in this field have much to add to the lively and ongoing scientific conversation about 

molecular genetic influences on human social behavior and relationships.  

Genetic Compatibility in Human Intimate Relationships 

Genetic compatibility has emerged in recent years as an area of public interest and 

scientific intrigue, yet it remains to be established just how the concept should be understood. 

Herein, compatibility between possible mates is defined as the hypothetical optimum pairing that 

can be achieved by the combination of those two individuals with each other relative to all other 

possibilities present in the local mating pool. By extension, genetic compatibility refers to a 

hypothetically optimal combination of the genomes of two individuals drawn from the local gene 

pool. The hypothetical nature of this construct needs to be continually borne in mind, as the most 

common empirical routes to investigating genetic compatibility involve searching for genetic 

loci that demonstrate patterns of unusual similarity or dissimilarity between partners in a mating 

pair. Such patterns are then taken as indicative of a preference for the observed tendency, which 

might theoretically enable the determination of optimal and sub-optimal matching between two 

individuals. These approaches submit more readily to quantitative analysis of the co-occurrence 
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of genotypes in existing mate-pairs. Below, the evidence stemming from two of these approaches 

to operationalizing genetic compatibility is considered: mating for genetic complementarity (or 

dissimilarity) and positive assortative mating for genetic markers or other genetic parameters.  

The term assortative mating is used across a wide array of disciplines to refer to non-

random mating on the basis of similarity between partners on a particular trait. Humans are 

known to mate assortatively for many traits, most notably for race () and religious affiliation (). 

Humans also prefer partners who are similar to them in terms of age (Jaffe & Chacon-Puignau, 

1995), educational attainment (Domingue, Fletcher, Conley & Boardman, 2014; Jaffe & Chacon-

Puignau, 1995; McClintock, 2014), personality traits (Gonzaga, Campos & Bradbury, 2007; 

Rammstedt & Schupp, 2008) and physical attractiveness (Burriss, Roberts, Welling, Puts & 

Little, 2011; McClintock, 2014; Shaw Taylor, Fiore, Mendelsohn & Cheshire, 2011). By 

extension, then, we can define genetic assortative mating as any tendency for individuals to 

preferentially mate with genetically similar others. Yet such a conception presents certain 

theoretical and empirical challenges that are unique to the genetic domain, including the implicit 

tension it creates with the powerful evolutionary drive to avoid inbreeding and the generally 

deleterious effect it has on fitness and reproductive success (Dani, März, Neves & Walter, 2013; 

Thiessen & Gregg, 1980; Tregenza & Wedell, 2000). The most fully-developed accounts of 

genetic compatibility between potential mates or relationship partners has focused on the 

prediction of disassortative mating for genetic markers at the human major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC). The literature on MHC compatibility is in fact the oldest line of research in 

relationship genetics, and provides a useful backdrop for the subsequent discussion of assortative 

mating at genetic markers. Thus, this section will begin with a review of disassortative mating 

for MHC alleles before proceeding to a discussion of additional research that seems to support 

the alternative process, genetic assortative mating.  
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The MHC and Initial Attraction in Human Mating 

Early work in rodents and some non-mammalian vertebrates demonstrated that 

dissimilarity in MHC repertoire increased the apparent attractiveness and reproductive success of 

individuals in the mating pool (see reviews by Milinski, 2006; Penn & Potts, 1999; Tregenza & 

Wedell, 2000). This literature has indicated that females showed a particular preference for 

males with whom they shared relatively few MHC alleles. The findings were accounted for on 

theoretical grounds by arguing that this mechanism would allow for females to select sires that 

would produce offspring with optimal immune repertoires, because they would have a greater 

diversity of MHC alleles and thus the ability to combat a greater number and wider range of 

potential pathogens. A number of theorists have been inspired by these findings to propose a 

central role for the MHC in human mating as well, although a number of different arguments 

have been presented with respect to what the nature of this preference might be (for thorough 

reviews and discussion of these alternatives, see Havlíček & Roberts, 2009; Milinski, 2006; 

Roberts & Little, 2008; Tregenza & Wedell, 2000).  

Olfactory perception of a prospective mate’s MHC complement has been put forth as a 

putative mechanism by which partner choice may be influenced by MHC compatibility. 

Therefore, one line of research into human preferences for MHC compatibility has investigated 

whether it influences the attractiveness of body odor as evaluated by opposite-sex raters. In a set 

of pioneering studies, Wedekind and colleagues (Wedekind & Füri, 1997; Wedekind et al., 1995) 

reported that women smelling the sweaty t-shirts of unfamiliar men indicated that they preferred 

and were more aroused by smelling the shirts from men with whom they shared fewer MHC 

alleles. MHC compatibility was measured at the three classical HLA markers that demonstrate 

the greatest degree of variability in human populations: HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-DRB1. The 

first study (Wedekind et al., 1995) used a relatively full range of MHC alleles, whereas the 
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second study (Wedekind & Füri, 1997) carefully selected male stimuli and female raters in order 

to balance the number of dissimilar and similar targets being compared. The conclusions were 

similar in either case. Subsequently, Thornhill and colleagues (2003) attempted to replicate the 

findings from the Wedekind and colleagues with mixed results. Specifically, they did not find 

that women expressed greater attraction to the scent of men with more dissimilarity to them at 

the classical MHC alleles, but they did find such a dissimilarity preference in the ratings 

provided by men in response to the scents of unfamiliar women. In addition, women in two 

studies stated that, relative to the scents of less MHC dissimilar men, the scents of more MHC 

dissimilar men were more likely to remind them of the scent of a current or former intimate 

relationship partner (Wedekind & Füri, 1997; Wedekind et al., 1995). An influence of MHC 

dissimilarity on mate choice should also be evident in an examination of the extent of MHC 

dissimilarity in real-world couples, and this would seem to be a more valid and consequential 

relationship if indeed it could be demonstrated.  

MHC-Disassortative Mating in Real-World Couples 

The first reports of MHC dissimilarity within couples appeared more than 30 years ago, 

with three well-powered studies finding either no pattern (Giphart & D’Amaro, 1983; 

Nordlander, Hammarström, Lindblom & Edvard Smith, 1983) or excess sharing of alleles at the 

HLA-A and HLA-B loci (Rosenberg, Cooperman & Payne, 1983). Additional studies have 

appeared intermittently in the subsequent decades, yet the presence of a preference for similarity 

or dissimilarity at the MHC in real-world couples has yet to be convincingly demonstrated.  

For example, some of the clearest evidence for disassortative mating for MHC markers in 

real-world couples was provided by Ober et al. (1997), who reported excess dissimilarity at 5-

locus MHC haplotypes between spouses in a sample of Hutterites, a population isolate with 
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Northern European ancestry living in the northwestern United States. However, the unusual 

nature of the sample prevents us from drawing conclusions with regard to other human 

populations, and the number of allele matches per couple does not appear to have been quantified 

in the manner employed by most other research, so the study is also difficult to compare to 

previous and subsequent work in this area. On the other hand, D. Jin et al. (1995) presented a 

new approach to evaluating MHC matching in existing couples, but found little evidence for 

such an effect when the method was applied to data from 542 Caucasian couples. More mixed 

findings were reported by Ihara et al. (Ihara, Aoki, Tokunaga, Takahashi & Juji, 2000) using 

several subsamples of Japanese married couples. Excess similarity and dissimilarity were 

detected in a few of the districts sampled, but no effect of MHC dissimilarity was observed in the 

combined sample across all districts in the study.  

One sample that has generated particular controversy stems from the publicly available 

data collected by the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap) Project (International HapMap 

Consortium, 2007; International HapMap 3 Consortium, 2010). Using data on 30 Caucasian 

couples (abbreviated CEU by convention) from the HapMap II sample, Chaix et al. (2008) found 

significant dissimilarity across 9,010 SNPs spread throughout the MHC region, based on a 

comparison with randomly paired individuals taken from the same sample. By contrast, no such 

effect was observed in a comparable analysis of matching at more than 3 million SNPs spread 

throughout the genome in these couples, and a genomewide analysis of regions with comparable 

size to the MHC (i.e. approximately 3.6 million bp) found that only nine such regions (out of 

approximately 2,250) demonstrated evidence of dissimilarity that was greater than that found for 

the MHC. Additionally, data on allele matching across six HLA genes typed at 4-digit resolution 

in 44 Caucasian couples (including the 30 couples from the preceding analysis) showed a 

marginally significant trend towards greater dissimilarity than was observed in randomly paired 
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individuals. In marked contrast to the findings in CEU couples, matching in the MHC region in 

30 couples from the West African Yoruban population (known as the YRI subsample) was no 

different from that observed in randomly generated pairs. This finding held for dissimilarity in 

both the MHC region SNPs and in the 4-digit MHC alleles.  

However, Derti et al. (2010) showed that the finding of excess dissimilarity uncovered by 

Chaix et al. (2008) in the HapMap II CEU couples sample was not replicated in the HapMap 3 

CEU couples sample, which included 24 new couples and 26 couples that had also been included 

in the HapMap II sample. More specifically, the trend for excess dissimilarity was not significant 

when considering only the new couples, and the result was “marginal” when combining across 

both the new couples and those that had been in the original HapMap II dataset. Finally, Y. Kim 

et al. (2013) revisited the HapMap 3 couples data and showed that there was significant 

dissimilarity between the HapMap 3 couples across a set of schizophrenia-linked SNPs in the 

MHC when using the non-parametric Spearman’s ρ, although the effect was only marginally 

significant using Pearson’s r. In any case, it is important to recognize that the sample sizes under 

consideration in all of the analyses involving HapMap data are comparatively quite small (i.e. N 

couples = 30-50 per population subsample), meaning there is an increased likelihood of Type II 

error (failure to reject the null hypothesis when it is in fact false) due to low statistical power. 

The earlier studies mentioned above were by comparison much better powered, but on the other 

hand, those studies used older, less advanced techniques to assess MHC variation.  

The problem of small sample sizes was partially addressed by Khankhanian et al. (2010), 

who applied a high-density SNP-mapping approach to a much larger sample of the parents of 

individuals with multiple sclerosis (N couples = 930) in order to search for evidence of genetic 

similarity or dissimilarity in the MHC and throughout the genome. Significant MHC 

dissimilarity between spouses was detected at a number of loci in the MHC Class II region, 
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including markers in close linkage with HLA-DRB1. However, the study also found excess 

similarity between spouses at a number of loci throughout the Class I region, including near 

HLA-B, and neither excess similarity nor excess dissimilarity appeared to be present in the 

neighborhood of HLA-A. These results contrasted rather sharply with the earlier findings of 

Garver-Apgar et al. (Garver-Apgar, Gangestad, Thornhill, Miller & Olp, 2006) of excess 

dissimilarity between long-term relationship partners at two Class I MHC genes (HLA-A and 

HLA-B) but not at the sole Class II gene included in their study (HLA-DRB1).  

These recent explorations into genomewide approaches to MHC matching 

notwithstanding, new results continue to appear based upon the standard allele-based typing 

using in the older studies reviewed above. For example, Kim et al. (2013) recently reported no 

evidence for excess similarity or dissimilarity at the MHC in the parents of schizophrenia 

patients from Bulgaria. However, they reported finding disassortative mating between spouses 

from the HapMap 3 CEU sample. More recently still, Israeli et al. (2014) found a significant 

excess of sharing between partners in two different samples of Israeli participants, one comprised 

of patients at a fertility clinic and the other of couples involved in court-ordered paternity testing. 

In this last study, the results for the MHC were compared to the results of a similar test using a 

“control” panel of non-MHC-linked SSR polymorphisms, but no comparable patterns emerged. 

In sum, research on matching at classical MHC alleles between partners in existing relationships 

has been generally inconclusive, with mostly null findings and a handful of significant results 

that, if anything, seem to favor the finding of excess similarity rather than excess dissimilarity 

between partners in long-term pairbonds and marriages. A meta-analysis of the accumulated 

literature would be highly desirable, although it must be acknowledged that considerable 

complexities would attend the proper design and analysis of such a project.  
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MHC Matching and the Dynamics of In-Pair Attraction 

In addition to analyzing the extent of observed MHC similarity between partners in 

existing relationships, Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) expanded their investigation by exploring the 

influence of MHC matching on in-pair and extra-pair attraction in long-term relationship 

partners. They found that MHC similarity in heterosexual partners was negatively related to self- 

and partner-reports of the female’s sexual responsivity to the male partner, and matching was 

also negatively associated with the female partner’s reported satisfaction with two aspects of her 

partner’s sexual appeal. Moreover, some of these effects of MHC matching were moderated by 

the stage of the female partner’s ovulatory cycle at the time of the assessment. For example, 

female partners reported greater levels of attraction to extra-pair targets during the previous 48 

hours when they were in the high fertility peri-ovulatory phase, but this trend was only present 

when MHC matching between the partners was high, and there was no such effect when the 

female partner was in the low-fertility luteal phase of the ovulatory cycle. Likewise, women with 

MHC-similar mates reported more rejection of their partners’ efforts to initiate sexual activity, 

but again this effect was only present during the high-fertility phase of the cycle. In summary, 

Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) found that higher levels of MHC matching were linked both to lower 

levels of in-pair attraction and to higher levels of extra-pair attraction.  

Recent work using an independent sample has found a negative effect of MHC matching 

on in-pair attraction, consistent with decreased attraction for partners that are relatively more 

similar at these loci (Saphire-Bernstein et al., in preparation; see Chapter Three of this 

dissertation). However, this study did not find differences between evaluations obtained during 

high and low fertility phases of the female partner’s cycle, as was reported by Garver-Apgar et 

al. (2006). Moreover, consistent and strong effects were only observed in the subset of 

relationships involving one or two partners with Asian ancestry. This study contributes important 
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data on MHC matching and attraction, yet more work in additional samples will be needed for a 

complete evaluation of this putative relationship.   

Assortative Mating for Genetic Markers 

Outside of the MHC region, greater support has been found for positive rather than 

negative assortative mating, at least with respect to widespread genetic markers indexing 

genomic variation. The initial research in this vein revealed strong assortative mating for 

ethnicity using principal components derived from sets of ancestry informative markers, which 

are specifically selected because of their ability to differentiate individuals from different 

populations of ancestral origin. Using a panel of these markers, Risch et al. (2009) showed that 

European ancestry was strongly correlated between spouses in Mexican and Puerto Rican 

samples, indicating strong assortative mating for European ancestry. A parallel trend was found 

in each population, albeit with respect to different ancestry components in the two groups: 

Assortative mating was found for Native American ancestry in Mexican spouses, whereas Puerto 

Rican spouses showed assortative mating for African ancestry. This initial analysis was followed 

by the finding that Caucasian spouses in the Framingham Longitudinal Heart Study showed 

strong assortative mating for a principal component indexing Northern versus Southern 

European ancestry (Sebro, Hoffman, Lange, Rogus & Risch, 2010). The within-pair correlations 

in both of these studies were quite large (e.g. rs = .4 - .6), particularly for research on molecular 

genetics and human behavior. However, we must bear in mind the important caveat that these 

results most likely arise from assortative mating for ethnicity, rather than for the genetic markers 

that were used to capture ethnicity in these studies. Even so, the strength of this ethnic endogamy 

effect appears large enough to leave traces of assortative mating broadly distributed throughout 

the human genome.   
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A different approach to assessing assortative and disassortative mating using genetic 

markers investigated the genes that were most similar and dissimilar between spouses in the Hap 

Map 3 data mentioned above (Laurent, Toupance & Chaix, 2012). Stratifying their analyses by 

group of ancestral origin (here, Caucasian, African and Mexican), the authors found that many 

genes demonstrated extreme degrees of similarity or dissimilarity between spouses, but that very 

few of these signals were observed consistently across ethnic groups. In fact, significant 

dissimilarity between couples across all three subsamples was only detected for one gene: 

RESP18, which encodes a regulated endocrine-specific protein 18 homolog. In addition, the 

Mexican and Caucasian subsamples shared 5 genes showing excess similarity and 5 genes 

showing excess dissimilarity between spouses. Fewer genes overlapped between Caucasians and 

Africans and between Mexicans and Africans. The authors also noted that despite the differences 

in the specific genes showing excess similarity or dissimilarity in the different subsamples, 

certain biological pathways seem to be over-represented in each case. These included the 

pathways involved in skin coloring and in keratin production, which is essential for the 

development and appearance of hair and skin.  

Additional evidence on the question of genetic assortative mating was provided by 

Khankhanian et al. (2010), in addition to the findings discussed above with respect to similarity 

across the MHC. In that same study, the genome was divided into regions of comparable size to 

the MHC and the degree of similarity between spouses in each of these regions was assessed. 

The study authors found that at the genomewide level of analysis, spouses were significantly 

more similar than would be expected by chance alone. In addition, particularly strong signals of 

spousal similarity were detected for two genomic regions. The first of these was a 4.4 million bp 

region on chromosome 9 that contains several members of the odorant receptor family number 

13. The second region demonstrating high similarity spanned approximately 2 million bp on 
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chromosome 11. More information comes from another study on MHC matching in spouses 

discussed above. Y. Kim et al. (2013) assessed similarity between spouses across a set of 

schizophrenia-associated markers (recall that the sample was drawn from the parents of 

individuals with schizophrenia). In the primary sample drawn from Bulgarian families, this risk-

profile score was significantly correlated between spouses using Pearson’s r, but the correlation 

was smaller and non-significant when using the non-parametric alternative, Spearman’s ρ. This 

finding did not replicate in the HapMap 3 CEU sample, but it is well to bear in mind that this is a 

rather small sample, as mentioned above. This study also replicated the finding of assortative 

mating for genetic ancestry reported above, showing strong significant correlations between 

spouses on genetic ancestry in both the Bulgarian and the HapMap 3 CEU samples.  

Finally, a recent study has assessed matching between couples at 1.7 million or so SNPs 

spread throughout the genome in order to assess whether there is assortative mating for genetic 

markers at an aggregated genomewide level of analysis (Domingue et al., 2014). Importantly, 

this pioneering investigation is a considerable improvement over previous efforts because of its 

greatly expanded sample size (N couples = 825 in the discovery sample and 685 in the 

replication sample) and because it used principal components derived from AIMs to control for 

matching that could be attributed to assortative mating for ethnicity. The authors found that even 

after controlling for assortative mating for principal components indicative of Northern versus 

Southern European ancestry, there was a modest signal of elevated similarity between spouses at 

thousands of SNPs spread across the genome. However, the authors also demonstrated that 

assortative mating for educational attainment appeared to be stronger than the genetic assortative 

mating they detected, and that controlling for SNPs associated with educational attainment 

reduced – but did not eliminate – the signal of positive genetic assortative mating.  
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Conclusion 

 The present review provides an introduction to the small but growing body of research 

investigating the molecular genetic contributions to intimate relationship dynamics. Most of the 

work in this area to date has either followed the candidate gene association approach or 

attempted to tackle the thornier question of genetic compatibility between potential and actual 

intimate relationship partners. The first of these literatures is smaller and less “mature” than the 

latter, as firm conclusions cannot be drawn when a particular association between a candidate 

marker and phenotype has been studied only once, whereas to date that has been an accurate 

description of most of the relevant candidate gene studies. The genetic compatibility literature, 

by comparison, is larger and more “mature”, yet it faces a number of challenges that are uniquely 

present in this line of investigation. In the following, I briefly consider some of the problems that 

confront each of these literatures and outline some possible solutions.  

 To date, the most promising findings from candidate gene studies of intimate 

relationships appear to be clustered in the oxytocin-vasopressin system. The studies on AVPR1A 

were conducted in fairly large samples, and in the case of the original study (Walum et al., 

2008), the findings with respect to the 334 allele of the RS3 polymorphism demonstrated a 

striking degree of consistency across a range of measures targeting the strength and character of 

the participants' intimate relationships. Much the same could be said for the study by Algoe and 

Way (2014) on the CD38 gene. Future studies may find it more fruitful to look for clusters of 

association signals across a tightly interrelated set of phenotypic measures, rather than correcting 

for a large number of tests in order to prevent the occurrence of a single false discovery. In 

addition, more powerful methods such as hierarchical linear modeling (Raudenbush & Bryk, 

2002) are available for the analysis of within-subjects data and nested data structures, which 
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occurs, for example, when data are collected from both members of a couple and when repeated 

assessments are obtained from individual participants.  

 With respect to OXTR, Walum et al. (2012) used well-powered samples for both 

discovery and replication of their finding of an effect of the rs7632287 SNP on relationship 

quality. The SNP most strongly implicated in the other OXTR study (Schneiderman et al., 2014), 

rs1042778, is relatively close to rs7632287, so it is conceivable that both studies are picking up 

distorted signals from a different variant that each of them partially tags. However, additional 

work on the relationship between these two SNPs and the genomic context that surrounds them 

will be necessary to resolve these questions.  

As to the question of genetic compatibility in human mating, we have seen that the 

literature on MHC matching in initial attraction and in existing relationships is mixed and 

inconclusive. More work is needed, and a synthesis of the literature on matching in real-world 

couples would be most illuminating, provided that all the attendant nuances and complexities of 

this literature are fully appreciated and appropriately addressed. Meanwhile, the study by 

Domingue et al. (2014) provides the primary evidence for genetic assortative mating at the level 

of the entire genome, although the findings of Khankhanian et al. (2010) are supportive of this 

conclusion as well. However, rapid advances in biotechnology and computational bioinformatics 

ensures that similar studies will likely be forthcoming, suggesting that we may be on the verge of 

a new era in the study of genetic compatibility in human relationship partners. Indeed, a 

framework for this endeavor has recently been put forth by Dani and colleagues (Dani et al., 

2013), who envision the emergence of pairomics, a field dedicated to the investigation of 

genomics in long-term relationships and in reproductive medicine. However, the utility of such 

an approach to studying the genetic aspects of intimate relationship dynamics in humans remains 

to be demonstrated in an empirical analysis of molecular genetic data. In particular, it is hard to 
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understand how an effective algorithm for optimal genetic matching could be constructed at the 

present time, given the paucity of data currently available on the extent of matching between 

real-world couples and the near-total absence of information on what, if any, positive benefits are 

associated with genetic matching between partners, either for the quality of their intimate 

relationships or for the viability and robustness of any children produced by the pair. 

Put simply, the task is a lot more complicated than might be suggested by the optimistic 

assurances of entrepreneurs interested in capitalizing on the perceived demand for genetic 

matchmaking technologies. Would-be genetic matchmakers may point to the literature on MHC 

compatibility as evidence that genetic compatibility is a tractable problem to resolve, but the 

literature reviewed here does not seem to provide unqualified support for this claim. Even if 

couples do empirically demonstrate a tendency for decreased sharing at MHC alleles, which has 

not always been found in the literature, it does not follow that one can devise an ideal match by 

eliminating potential mates with shared MHC alleles. The remaining pool would be quite large, 

and in any case, there is no evidence yet to indicate that couples with higher matching have 

reduced relationship quality or adverse reproductive outcomes. Indeed, the hypothetical benefits 

to disassortative mating at MHC alleles that have been proposed would not accrue to the partners 

themselves but rather to their offspring. 

As a thought experiment, we can imagine that at some point in the future it will be 

possible to use robustly replicated and painstakingly detailed information on the optimality and 

desirability for matching at each of 200 to 300 different genomic regions spread throughout the 

genome. Assuming this data yields genuine information on the extent to which similarity or 

dissimilarity is truly optimal for each genomic region, a prospective pair of individuals could be 

scored at each genomic region using a simple linear algorithm that assigns a score of +1 if the 

couple is optimally matched at the region and a score of -1 if they are not optimally matched 
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there. Regions showing no apparent trend could be assigned a score of 0, thus effectively 

eliminating these regions from the final calculations. After scores are assigned to all pre-

determined genomic regions, the algorithm might then compute the sum across all regions to 

obtain an overall index of genetic compatibility. The challenge, however, would be in accurately 

determining the optimality of similarity or dissimilarity at each of the regions in question, and 

more specifically, in distinguishing between observed patterns of human preferences and the true 

optimality of a particular pattern of genetic combinations. The latter quality will likely remain 

unknown for some time and may ultimately turn out to be unknowable altogether. 

In conclusion, there is little doubt among geneticists that much of the variation in the 

behavior of individuals in intimate relationships will in some way be influenced by the genetic 

legacy carried by those particular individuals. However, the project of locating specific genetic 

loci that influence human relationships has only just begun. There are myriad opportunities to 

break new ground, as many promising markers have never been studied with respect to intimate 

relationship dynamics, and many aspects of intimate relationships have yet to be studied with 

respect to their molecular genetic underpinnings. The literature on genetic complementarity has 

been more active, but major questions are still outstanding, and much additional research will be 

necessary. Personality and social psychologists  are uniquely poised to contribute to this 

emerging science of relationship genetics, as they are well-versed in many of the challenges and 

confounds that can obtain in experimental studies involving the use of human subjects, and  are 

routinely trained in many of the basic data analytic tools that are commonly used  in candidate 

gene studies. Learning to apply more advanced techniques such as GWASs and the recently 

developed genomewide complex trait association (GCTA) approach (e.g. D. Benjamin et al., 

2012) may require additional training and the acquisition of familiarity with newer and more 

advanced software packages and data analysis techniques. The science of genetics is often 
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steeped in an aura of intense scientific expertise that can be intimidating to relative newcomers. 

However, this social psychological geneticist is confident that all of the necessary skills and 

capabilities are well within reach for those individuals curious and self-motivated enough to 

commit themselves to the harder path of transdisciplinary research and to the greater diversity of 

expert knowledge that is required for participation in such an enterprise. 
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Table 1. Candidate Gene Association Studies of Intimate Relationship Partners 

Gene Variant(s) Study Principal Findings 

AVPR1A RS1, RS3 H. Walum et al. (2008) In males only: associations of the ‘334’ allele of RS3 with less 

committed relationships, greater frequency of recent 

relationship problems, and lower scores on a self-reported 

partner bonding scale and a partner-reported measure of 

relationship satisfaction.  

AVPR1A  rs11174811 B. Maher et al. (2011) In males only: significant associations with relationship quality 

in the discovery sample and with marital warmth in the 

replication sample (the direction of the effects was unclear) 

OXTR 12 SNPs H. Walum et al. (2012) Significant association between rs7632287 with partner 

bonding and dyadic adjustment in the discovery sample and 

with the relationship assessment scale in a replication sample. 

Marginally significant associations also observed with rs53576 

and rs237897 in the discovery sample only.  
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OXTR 5-SNP index I. Schneiderman et al. (2014) Possessing more “risk” alleles across the 5 SNPs was 

significantly correlated with less empathic communication 

while supporting a relationship partner, both in males and in 

females. Only rs1042778 was significantly associated with 

empathic communication in tests of single-marker 

associations.  

CD38 rs3796863, 

rs6449182 

S. Algoe & Way (2014) Number of ‘G’ alleles at rs6449182 and carrying a copy of the 

‘A’ allele at rs3796863 were both significantly associated with 

lower perceived responsiveness while delivering an expression 

of gratitude to one’s partner. Number of ‘G’ alleles at 

rs6449182 also associated with reduced relationship 

satisfaction, lower levels of perceived responsiveness and 

expressions of loving while receiving a gratitude expression 

from one’s partner, lower expressions of loving while 

delivering a gratitude expression to one’s partner, and a 

reduced likelihood of expressing gratitude towards one’s 

partner in the course of everyday life.  
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5HTT LPR D. Schoebi et al. (2012) Short allele carriers were sensitive and responsive to positive 

emotional communication from their partner, whereas LL 

homozygotes’ emotions were unaffected by their partners’ 

emotions.  

5HTT LPR C. Haase et al. (2013) Declines in marital satisfaction were predicted by higher 

negative and lower positive emotional behavior in short allele 

homozygotes, but not in long allele carriers, who were 

unaffected by levels of emotional behaviors.   

5HTR1A rs6295 J. Liu et al. (2014) CC homozygotes were more likely to be in a romantic 

relationship, relative to carriers of the G allele. 

GABRA2 5-SNP 

Haplotypes 

R. Simons et al. (2013) Significant moderation by GABRA2 of association between 

childhood abuse and hostility towards romantic partner in 

adulthood 

AR (CAG)n E. Elaut et al. (2012) Women with two “long” alleles or two “short” alleles reported 

greater solitary and dyadic sexual desire than long/short 

heterozygotes 
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OR7D4 rs8109935 S. Sookoian et al. (2011) Minor allele carriers evaluated their partner’s scent less 

favorably, and were also at greater risk of depression and 

anxiety.  

Note. Genes are arranged in the order in which they are discussed in the main text. SNP = Single nucleotide polymorphism. SSR 

= Simple sequence repeat. Complete gene names are as follows: 5HTR1A = serotonin receptor 1a gene; 5HTT = serotonin 

transporter gene; AR = androgen receptor gene; AVPR1A = vasopressin receptor 1a gene; CD38 = CD38 gene; GABRA2 = GABA 

receptor 2 gene; OR7D4 = odorant receptor family 7 member 4 gene; OXTR = oxytocin receptor gene. 
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Abstract 

Theoretical models from evolutionary biology predict that individual mate choice will be 

influenced by the extent of compatibility between potential mates at the major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) genes. A number of studies have sought to uncover an effect of MHC 

compatibility on mate choice in humans, but the extent to which MHC compatibility influences 

the dynamics of attraction within existing human relationships has been relatively under-

explored. We investigated this question in a sample of 168 heterosexual couples that were typed 

and matched at 3 classical MHC markers. Findings were mixed with respect to the prediction 

that higher levels of allele matching at MHC loci would reduce in-pair attraction. In the overall 

sample, there were no effects of MHC matching on sexual responsivity or satisfaction with 

partner’s sexual attractiveness, but there were strong and consistent effects of MHC matching in 

couples with at least one Asian partner (N = 75). In addition, a number of significant effects were 

observed in the subsample followed across the ovulatory cycle (N = 69), although there was no 

evidence that these effects were moderated by the female partner’s fertility status. In sum, our 

findings are consistent with an effect of MHC compatibility on in-pair attraction within existing 

relationships, but they also suggest that this effect may be moderated by additional factors, 

particularly the ancestral background of the individual relationship partners.  
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A well-established line of theoretical argumentation maintains that mate choice in many 

animals including humans should be influenced by a drive to identify mates that are “genetically 

compatible”, defined by the presence of an advantageous interaction between the genotype of the 

chooser and that of the prospective mate that increases the likelihood of that pair producing 

offspring with superior genotypes (Tregenza & Wedell, 2000). A particularly common 

elaboration holds that individuals will seek out mates with whom they have some optimal degree 

of genetic compatibility at loci in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC; Havlicek & 

Roberts, 2009; Milinski, 2006; S. Roberts & Little, 2008), a genomic region that is more variable 

than any other region of comparable size in the human genome (cf. Beck & Trowsdale, 2000; 

Sproul, Gilbert & Bickmore, 2005). Preference for males with complementary MHC alleles is 

thought to be a mechanism by which females can use mate choice to enhance the immune 

repertoires of their putative offspring, because a greater diversity of MHC alleles in these 

offspring would enable them to combat a wider range of potential pathogens. Although this logic 

has not generally been applied to mate choice in males, it seems perfectly reasonable to posit 

such an extension in species demonstrating a significant degree of mate choice in male animals.   

Early work in rodents demonstrated that dissimilarity in MHC repertoire increased the 

apparent attractiveness and reproductive success of individuals in the mating pool, while 

complementary research showed clear benefits to MHC diversity with regard to fighting off 

particular strains of pathogen (reviewed in Milinkski, 2006; Penn & Potts, 1999). Female 

animals in some vertebrate species show a particular preference for males with whom they share 

relatively few MHC alleles, whereas the females in other species seem to prefer males with an 

intermediate degree of sharing instead. Further, in some species, preferences appear to favor 

greater allelic diversity via heterozygosity, rather than complementarity in a prospective mate per 
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se (see reviews by Loisel, Alberts & Ober, 2008; Milinski, 2006; Penn & Potts, 1999; Tregenza 

& Wedell, 2000). 

Olfactory perception of a prospective mate’s MHC complement has been put forth as a 

putative mechanism by which partner choice may be influenced by MHC compatibility (T. 

Roberts & Roiser, 2010). Wedekind and colleagues reported that women smelling the sweaty t-

shirts of unfamiliar men indicated that they preferred and were more aroused by smelling the 

shirts from men with whom they shared fewer MHC alleles (Wedekind & Füri, 1997; Wedekind 

et al., 1995). Subsequently, Thornhill and colleagues (2003) did not find that women expressed 

greater attraction to the scent of men with more dissimilarity to them at the classical MHC 

alleles, but they did find such a dissimilarity preference in the ratings provided by men in 

response to the scents of unfamiliar women. More recently still, S. Roberts, Gosling, Carter and 

Petrie (2008) were unable to detect a scent preference for MHC dissimilarity in either gender. 

For the time being, then, the existence of a preference for the odor of MHC compatible mates 

remains a matter of open debate with respect to humans, although this pathway for MHC-

influenced mate choice has been robustly demonstrated in some animal species (Milinski, 2006; 

Penn & Potts, 1999).  

MHC Matching and In-Pair Attraction in Long-Term Intimate Relationships 

The importance of an individual’s perceived attraction to his or her partner in the context 

of a long-term relationship would seem to be self-evident. Indeed, a recent investigation found a 

strong correlation between self-reported attraction to one’s partner and several measures of 

relationship quality for both male and female partners in long-term heterosexual relationships 

(Mark & Herbenick, 2014). Nevertheless, this construct has only recently received attention as a 

specific correlate of relationship quality and related constructs in existing long-term couples, and 
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to the best of our knowledge, there has only been one previous investigation into the effects of 

MHC matching on in-pair attraction. In that study, Garver-Apgar et al. (Garver-Apgar, 

Gangestad, Thornhill, Miller & Olp, 2006) found that MHC similarity in long-term heterosexual 

relationship partners was negatively related to self- and partner reports of the female’s sexual 

responsivity to the male and with the female partner’s reported satisfaction two aspects of her 

partner’s sexual appeal. These measures bear a close resemblance to the construct of in-pair 

attraction, indicating in the first case the female’s behavioral readiness to engage in sexual 

activities and in the second case the female’s explicit assessment of her own satisfaction with 

two aspects of her partner’s sexual appeal.  

 In addition to investigating whether MHC matching influences the dynamics of real-

world relationships, Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) also sought to investigate whether these effects 

are moderated by the female partner’s fertility risk as it varies naturally across the ovulatory 

cycle. The cycle component of the investigation was motivated by a body of research 

demonstrating shifts across the cycle in women’s mate preferences and mating related behaviors 

(Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008; Gildersleeve, Haselton & Fales, 2014; Thornhill & Gangestad, 

2008), and in this case, the ovulatory phase was determined using the most rigorous method 

(short of ultrasonography) for directly measuring the timing of ovulation, namely self-

administered luteinizing-hormone (LH) testing (Bullivant et al., 2004). This method, in 

combination with information on the timing and course of previous and subsequent 

menstruation, can be used to infer with a reasonably high degree of confidence the approximate 

interval in a given woman’s cycle during which her risk of conception is highest.  

Some of the effects reported by Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) were cycle-phase dependent. 

These included greater levels of attraction to potential extrapair males at high fertility on the part 
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of the female partner, relative to the level of attraction to her partner, but this trend was only 

present when MHC matching between the partners was high, whereas no such effect was 

detected when the extent of MHC matching was low. Likewise, women with MHC-similar mates 

reported more rejection of their partners’ efforts to initiate sexual activity, and once again the 

effect was only present during the high-fertility phase of the cycle.  

In summary, Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) found that higher levels of MHC matching were 

linked both to lower levels of in-pair attraction and to higher levels of extra-pair attraction. In 

some cases, these trends were only evident when the female partner was in the high fertility 

phase of her ovulatory cycle, but in other cases the effects on in-pair attraction were obtained for 

measures administered when cycle phase was unknown. Accordingly, the precise role of 

variation in fertility risk across the cycle in moderating the MHC matching effects remains to be 

completely delineated.  

Study Overview 

As reviewed above, a number of human studies have investigated the role of genetic 

compatibility across the MHC region in initial attraction and in the formation of long-term 

relationships. However, with one notable exception (i.e. Garver-Apgar et al., 2006), there has 

been no research on the effect of genetic compatibility at the MHC on in-pair attraction within 

established long-term relationships. The present research investigates this question in a new 

sample that is notably larger and more ethnically diverse than the one used in the only previous 

study on this topic.  

To test the primary hypothesis, that MHC matching within couples decreases in-pair 

attraction and sexual responsivity, we obtained data from a comparatively large sample of real-

world couples in committed long-term relationships. Assessments of in-pair attraction were 
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obtained for all participants at one time point, and for some participants attraction was measured 

at three time points, including two designed to correspond to high and low fertility phases of the 

female partner’s ovulatory cycle.  

In addition to this primary question, we also explored two secondary questions, namely 

whether MHC matching effects are specific to Class I markers (i.e. HLA-A and HLA-B) and 

whether they are moderated by participant ethnicity. There is some basis for speculating that 

matching at Class I MHC markers may be more relevant for relationship processes than 

matching at all three MHC loci (i.e. including also the Class II marker HLA-DRB1). For 

example, Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) found significant disassortative mating for the Class I 

markers (HLA-A and HLA-B combined) but not for the Class II marker HLA-DRB1. Accordingly, 

we tested for associations between matching at Class I markers and the variables considered in 

the primary analyses. For completeness, we also tested the effect of matching at HLA-DRB1 on 

the same set of dependent variables.  

The MHC complex is known to vary considerably by ancestral geography, demonstrating 

a marked decrease in diversity with distance from the African point of origin for homo sapiens 

(Sanchez-Mazas, Lemaitre & Currat, 2012). However, little is known about the influence of 

ethnicity on putative MHC matching effects in intimate relationships. Accordingly, we 

investigated whether any of the effects that we found were moderated by participant ethnicity. In 

the present sample, a large number of participants were of Asian ancestry, and so we were able 

to investigate whether MHC matching effects were present in subsamples comprised solely of 

Asian participants. Thus we were provided with a unique opportunity to assess the extent to 

which MHC matching effects are dependent on membership in certain ethnicity groups.  
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Method 

Participants 

Participants in the present investigation were originally recruited for two separate studies 

designed to investigate different lines of inquiry. Here and in all that follows, these two groups 

will be referred to as the Ovulation Study subsample and the Single Session subsample. 

Combining the Ovulation Study and Single Session subsamples resulted in a final sample of 172 

couples (total N = 344) whose genetic samples were sent off for genotyping.  

Since recruitment procedures and eligibility criteria differed between the two subsamples 

in a number of respects, we provide these details for each subsample separately in turn. In order 

to maximize the sample size for each analysis, couples with some missing questionnaire data 

were retained if they had enough data to be included in some of the analyses, but were excluded 

from analyses involving those questionnaires throughout the study. For this reason, we provide 

exact sample sizes for each analysis in the tables presenting the results.  

 Ovulation Study Sample. Participants were carefully screened by telephone before 

being scheduled to come into the lab for an introductory session. At this introductory session, a 

number of questionnaire measures were completed, and two additional lab sessions were 

scheduled, following procedures similar to those of Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) and described in 

full detail by Larson and colleagues (Larson, Pillsworth & Haselton, 2012; Larson, Haselton, 

Gildersleeve & Pillsworth 2013). Data were collected as part of an ongoing series of studies 

conducted continually throughout the regular school year. Collection of the genetic samples 

began in the spring quarter of 2008 and continued throughout each subsequent school year until 

the end of the spring quarter in 2012 (i.e. for 13 consecutive quarters, excluding summer 

quarters).Throughout this period of time, all participants in the Ovulation Study were asked to 
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provide genetic samples, which were collected from those who provided specific consent to be 

included in the genetic analysis.  

The final sample size was determined at a specific time point (September, 2012) by the 

first author, who determined which couples had completed all portions of the study as of the 

conclusion of the spring quarter in (i.e. no later than the end of June, 2012). The most critical 

determinant was the availability of DNA saliva samples for both the male and the female 

members of a given couple. In the case that both couples had provided genetic samples, we 

proceeded to verify the completion of most or all of the questionnaire measures. We did not 

include couples in which DNA samples were only provided by one partner, nor did we include 

samples from single participants who had completed a protocol similar to that of the female 

partners in the Ovulation Study subsample. Following these standards, we identified a total of 

119 couples in which both partners completed all three sessions and provided genetic samples. 

Subsequently, two couples were excluded due to typing failures, leaving N = 117 couples for 

analysis in the Ovulation Study subsample.  

Single Session subsample. An additional 53 couples completed a questionnaire packet 

containing the measures of sexual responsivity and satisfaction with partner’s sexual 

attractiveness and provided a genetic sample as part of a separate study. As noted above, the 

Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) study included measures that were administered at an initial lab 

session that was not scheduled with respect to the female partner’s putative ovulatory cycle 

phase. Accordingly, hypothesis tests using these measures are possible in the absence of 

information regarding cycle phase.  

For the MHC serotype determinations, the samples of 4 individuals, each from a different 

couple, were found to contain insufficient DNA (likely due to poor quality samples or human 
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error in processing). Accordingly, the 4 couples with incomplete MHC matching data (2 each 

from the Ovulation Study and the Single Session subsamples) were excluded from further 

analysis in the present investigation, leaving a final N of 168 couples (total n = 336) in the full 

combined sample (117 in the Ovulation Study subsample and 51 in the Single Session 

subsample). Additional descriptive statistics for the overall combined sample are provided in 

Table 1.  

Ethnicity. By self-report, the participants were predominantly of Asian (N = 119, 35.4%) 

and Caucasian (N = 107, 31.8%) ancestry, with the remainder of the sample reporting Latino/a 

(N = 44, 13.1%), African-American (N = 13, 3.9%), Middle-Eastern (N = 13, 3.9%), multiracial 

(N = 24, 7.1%) or other (N = 16, 4.8%) background. The considerable diversity in the sample as 

a whole was reflected in a considerable heterogeneity of cross-ethic pairings. The slight majority 

of the couples (57.1%) were endogamous matches within one of the five groups for which we 

had definitive ethnic IDs (i.e. not including multiracial and others), including 44 Asian couples 

(26.2%), 34 Caucasian couples (20.2%), 12 Latino/a couples (7.1%), 4 African-American 

couples (2.4%), and 2 Middle Eastern couples (1.2%). The remaining couples (42.9%) either 

included individuals from two different ancestry groups or else they included at least one partner 

who self-identified as multiracial or ‘other’. 

Relationship length. Relationship length ranged from 1 month to 108 months (i.e. 

approximately 9 years), and on average, couples had been together for 19.6 months (SD = 18.2), 

which corresponds to just over 1 year and 7 months. The distribution of relationship length was 

positively skewed, but was corrected to normal following a log transformation. 
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Ovulatory Cycle Phase Determination 

 For the hypothesis tests that related to ovulatory cycle shift effects, a rigorous screening 

procedure was implemented to ensure that only couples in which the high fertility phase 

corresponded to the peri-ovulatory window in ovulatory cycles (as opposed to anovulatory 

cycles) were included. This procedure also included checks to ensure that the low fertility phase 

data were not collected during the peri-ovulatory window. Complete details have been provided 

in previous publications from our laboratory (Larson et al., 2012, 2013). This procedure 

determined that 69 couples could be included in the ovulatory cycle analyses, out of the total of 

117 couples for whom complete data were available from all three laboratory sessions for the 

female partner.  

Questionnaire Measures  

All participants completed a questionnaire packet that included measures of ethnicity, 

relationship length, sexual responsivity and satisfaction with two aspects of the partner’s sexual 

attractiveness. Participants in the Ovulation Study subsample completed this packet at the first of 

three lab sessions, while participants in the Single Session subsample completed the 

questionnaire at the one and only lab session during which all of their data were collected.  

Sexual responsivity. This questionnaire was adapted directly from Garver-Apgar et al. 

(2006), and is referred to as sexual responsivity to maintain consistency with the earlier report. 

Participants were asked to rate, with respect to the previous six months, “how often you engage 

in each of the following behaviors”: “I want to have sex with my partner”, “I try to please my 

partner sexually”, “I refuse to have sex with my partner” (reversed), “With my partner, I am a 

willing and enthusiastic sexual partner” and “I am not sexually responsive to my partner” 

(reversed). These items were measured on a 5-point scale with labels for each point, as follows: 
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“0 = Never”, “1 = Seldom”, 2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “Fairly Often”, and “4 = Very Often”. A final 

option was “N/A = Not Applicable”, but these responses were disregarded. Garver-Apgar et al. 

(2006) selected these items from a broader set of 114 items in Ellis’s Partner-Specific Investment 

Inventory (Ellis, 1998). Coefficient alphas for the measure in the present sample were .69 for the 

male partners and .80 for the female partners.  

Satisfaction with Partner’s Sexual Attractiveness. Two self-report items were 

completed by both the male and the female partners assessing satisfaction with “how sexually 

adventurous s/he is with me” and with “the extent to which s/he ‘turns me on’ sexually”. These 

items were rated on a 9-point scale with the labeled endpoints 1 = “My partner does not satisfy 

me at all on this attribute” and 9 = “My partner completely satisfies me on this attribute”.   

Repeated Measures Obtained Across the Cycle 

Participants in the Ovulation Study subsample completed a number of additional 

measures and tasks at two subsequent laboratory sessions. Here we focus specifically on a 

measure of in-pair attraction that was completed by both the male and the female partners at both 

the second and the third laboratory sessions.  

In-Pair attraction. A packet of materials was administered to participants at both cycle 

lab sessions containing 2 items used to measure in-pair attraction in a previous study (Garver-

Apgar et al., 2006). Both items were worded so as to invoke the 48 hour period immediately 

preceding that day’s lab session, and there were no differences between the questionnaires 

completed at high and low fertility in terms of the content or the ordering of the items. The 

instructions asked participants to indicate “the extent to which you have engaged in the behavior 

or feeling in the past 48 hours” using a 5-point scale numbered 0 to 4 with labeled endpoints, 

with 0 corresponding to “not at all” and 4 corresponding to “a great deal”. Using this 
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measurement scale, the female’s attraction to her partner was assessed using 2 items: “I felt 

strong sexual attraction toward my primary current partner” and “I fantasized about sex with my 

current partner”. For each partner (male and female) and at both sessions (high and low fertility), 

the responses to these 2 items were averaged together to form overall indexes of in-pair 

attraction for each partner at each session.  

Genetic Procedures 

Participants provided a saliva sample for use in genetic testing, either during the 2nd lab 

session (for the Ovulation Study subsample) or at the sole laboratory session (for the Single 

Session subsample). Separate and specific consent was obtained for the genetic testing portion of 

the study, as required by the institutional IRB. Samples were collected in industry-standard 

Oragene® saliva kits (DNA Genotek Inc., Ottowa, ON, Canada) and were stored at room 

temperature in compliance with manufacturer protocols. The samples first underwent DNA 

extraction at a specialized lab before being transported to the UCLA Immunogenetics 

Sequencing Laboratory for standard medium-resolution HLA typing at three loci: HLA-A, HLA-

B and HLA-DRB1. These are the three “classic” MHC markers that are included in the vast 

majority of comparable studies, which also typically use low- or medium-resolution typing, 

consistent with the procedures followed here (for more details on HLA sequencing and analysis, 

see Lind et al., 2010; Shaw, 2009).  

MHC matching. In the present sample, the maximum number of shared alleles observed 

between any two partners was 4 (the maximum possible was 6), although this value only 

occurred in one couple, and the maximum for the LH-confirmed Ovulation Study subsample was 

3. On average, couples shared just under 1 allele (M = 0.96, SD = 0.91). This degree of matching 

in real-world relationship partners is strikingly similar to the average of 0.98 alleles shared 
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between partners in the Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) sample of 48 couples. The extent of matching 

across the 3 MHC loci was not seriously skewed or kurtotic, nor was this the case across the 

Class I loci and at HLA-DRB1. 

Ethnicity – Asian vs. Non-Asian Ancestry 

The largest ancestry subgroup in our data was represented by Asians and Asian-

Americans, and couples in which both partners were Asian constituted the largest single subset 

of all possible combinations of ethnicities (N = 44). We also conducted analyses including all 

couples in which at least one of the partners was Asian, couples in which the male partner was 

Asian and couples in which the female partner was Asian. However, the results obtained in these 

additional analyses were very similar to those obtained when we restricted the analyses to those 

couples in which both partners were Asian. Therefore, we only present analyses based on the 

latter subset of participants.  

Results 

Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables collected in the full sample are 

presented for the entire sample and for the Asian subsamples in Table 2.  

Sexual Responsivity 

The effects of MHC matching on the measure of sexual responsivity for the full sample 

and for the Asian subsample are presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. In the full sample, the 

effect of MHC matching on sexual responsivity was not statistically significant for the female 

partner’s self-report of responsivity to her partner (r = -.022, p = .775) nor for the male partner’s 

self-report of responsivity to his partner (r = -.097, p = .211). The effect of Class I matching 

alone was similarly small and non-significant (for the females, r = -.065, p = .408; for the males, 

r = -.096, p = .216; see Table 4 for the complete results).  
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Considering only couples in which both participants were Asian, the effect of MHC 

matching was marginally significant for the female partner’ sexual responsivity to her partner, r  

= -.281, p = .065, and significant for the male partner’s sexual responsivity to his partner, r = -

.333, p = .027. When considering only matching at the Class I markers, this effect was not 

significant for the female’s sexual responsivity but continued to be significant for the male (see 

Table 4).  

Satisfaction with Partner’s Sexual Attractiveness  

Two items measuring aspects of the partner’s sexual attractiveness were previously 

associated negatively with MHC matching in long-term committed relationships (Garver-Apgar 

et al., 2006). In our combined sample, these effects did not reach significance (see Table 5), 

whether considering satisfaction with the extent to which one partner turns the other on sexually 

(rs = -.085 and -.009 for females and males, respectively, ps = .276 and .909) or with the extent 

of the partner’s sexual adventurousness (rs = -.107 and -.009 for females and males, respectively, 

ps = .172 and .907). The results considering only Class I matching were little changed, and also 

non-significant (see Table 5 for the full results).  

By contrast, overall MHC matching was significantly negatively correlated with the male 

partner’s satisfaction with his partner’s sexual adventurousness in the Asian subsample, r = -

.498, p = 5.8e-4). MHC matching was also significantly negatively correlated with satisfaction 

with “the extent your partner turns you on” in this subsample, both for the female partner, r = -

.358, p = .019, and in the male partner, r = -.346, p = .021. The effect of MHC matching was also 

significant and negative for the male’s satisfaction with his partner’s sexual adventurousness, r = 

-.498, p = .001, but MHC matching did not significantly affect the female’s satisfaction with her 

partner’s sexual adventurousness, r = -.084, p = .594. Surprisingly, a strong and statistically 
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significant negative effect was found in the Asian subsample for matching at HLA-DRB1 (i.e., 

the sole Class II marker) on the female partner’s reported satisfaction with the extent to which 

her partner turned her on, r = -.409 (p = .006; see Table 6 for full results).  

In-Pair Attraction Across the Ovulatory Cycle  

Descriptive statistics for the LH-confirmed subset of the Ovulation Study sample (N = 

69) and for the Asian subsample are presented in Table 7.  

Female partner’s in-pair attraction. We first employed a mixed model repeated-

measures ANCOVA to model the effects of MHC matching (entered as a continuous covariate) 

and fertility status on in-pair attraction, controlling for the effect of session order. In the model 

predicting the female’s in-pair attraction, the effect of fertility status was not significant, F(1,66) 

= 0.32, p = .576, η2
p = .005, nor was the interaction between fertility status and MHC sharing 

F(1,66) = 0.01, p = .938, η2
p = .000. However, there was a significant effect of MHC matching, 

F(1,66) = 5.58, p = .021, η2
p = .078, indicating that increased MHC sharing was linked to lower 

in-pair attraction as reported by the female partner. This effect was also found using Class I 

matching: Applying the same model as above, substituting only Class I matching for overall 

matching, the effect on the female partner’s in-pair attraction was slightly stronger and continued 

to be significant, F(1, 66) = 6.86, p = .011, η2
p = .094. As had been the case in the previous 

analysis, there were no significant effects of fertility status or for the fertility status by Class I 

matching interaction (both ps > .4). In marked contrast to the slightly stronger effect observed for 

Class I matching relative to overall MHC matching, the effect of matching at the HLA-DRB1 

locus on the female partner’s in-pair attraction in the same model did not approach statistical 

significance, and was barely different from absolute zero: F(1,66) = 0.05, p = .825, η2
p = .001.   
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Inspecting the effects of MHC matching separately by cycle phase, we found marginally 

significant correlations for overall MHC matching with the female’s attraction to her partner at 

low fertility r = -.229, p = .058) and at high fertility (r = -.232, p = .055), in line with the 

significant global effect of MHC matching on women’s attraction to their partner revealed by the 

mixed model ANCOVA. Likewise, matching at Class I loci was significantly negatively 

correlated with the female’s attraction to her partner at high fertility (r = -.265, p = .028), and the 

effect was just significant at low fertility as well (r = -.236, p = .050). The effect of matching at 

HLA-DRB1 was not significant at either time point (see Table 8).  

In view of the apparent similarity of MHC effects at high and low fertility, we combined 

the two measures of in-pair attraction into a single composite. MHC matching was significantly 

negatively correlated with this overall measure of the female partner’s in-pair attraction, r = -

.281, p = .019. Considering matching at the Class I loci only, the association with overall 

attraction appeared to be somewhat larger, r = -.306, p = .011.  

The effect of MHC matching appeared to be moderated by ethnicity in a similar manner 

to that observed previously for sexual responsivity and sexual satisfaction. Before proceeding, 

however, we pause to note that since the portion of the Ovulation Study subsample with LH-

confirmed ovulation was considerably smaller than the full combined sample (i.e. N = 69 vs. N = 

168), there was a notable reductions in the size of the Asian subsample as well (i.e. N = 22, down 

from N = 44 when considering the full sample overall). Thus, even though most of the effects 

reported below are comparatively large, they nevertheless sometimes fell below traditional levels 

of nominal statistical significance (see Table 9 for the full results).  

For women in all-Asian couples, there were marginal trends for MHC matching to be 

negatively correlated with in-pair attraction at both the high fertility session (r = -.405, p = .061) 
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and at the low fertility session (r = -.418, p = .053). However, the effect of overall MHC 

matching was significant for the combined average of the female partner’s in-pair attraction 

across both lab sessions (r = -.466, p = .029). In contrast to the findings for overall MHC 

matching, the effects of matching at the Class I markers on the female partner’s in-pair attraction 

were smaller and non-significant in the Asian subsample, both at high fertility (r = -.243, p = 

.276) or at low fertility (r = -.308, p = .164). Similarly smaller and non-significant results were 

found for Class I matching on overall in-pair attraction in this subsample (see Table 9). 

Male partner’s in-pair attraction. In the mixed model ANCOVA accounting for 

fertility phase and session order, the effect of MHC matching on the male partner’s in-pair 

attraction was not significant, F(1, 64) = 1.773, p = .188, η2
p = .027. In line with this analysis, the 

effects of MHC matching on the male’s in-pair attraction were not significant at high fertility (r 

= -.184, p = .135) or at low fertility (r = -.116, p = .348). Likewise, MHC matching did not 

significantly predict overall in-pair attraction, r = -.161, p = .193. However, when only Class I 

matching was considered, the effect on the male partner’s overall in-pair attraction was 

significant, r = -.253, p = .039. The effect of Class I matching on the male partner’s in-pair 

attraction was marginally significant at high fertility (r = -.221, p = .073) and just significant at 

low fertility (r = -.240, p = .050).   

In the all-Asian subsample, the effect of MHC matching on the male partner’s in-pair 

attraction was significant at the high fertility session (r = -.604, p = .003), but not at the low 

fertility session (r = -.354, p = .106). However, when considering only matching at the Class I 

MHC markers, the effects on the male partner’s in-pair attraction were significant at both time 

points (high fertility: r = -.572, p = .005; low fertility: r = -.438, p = .041).  
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Discussion 

Our results provide qualified support for the prediction that elevated levels of matching at 

MHC loci between partners will be associated with reduced in-pair attraction in long-term 

relationships. In contrast to a previous report (Garver-Apgar et al., 2006), we found this pattern 

for both the male and the female partners in the heterosexual couples examined here. These 

findings add to the accumulating literature suggesting that MHC dissimilarity has beneficial 

effects on the dynamics of long-term intimate relationships, whereas heightened similarity at the 

MHC has deleterious consequences for in-pair attraction, which may in turn have negative 

effects on indices of overall relationship quality.  

An important qualification of our findings is that many of the effects uncovered appear to 

be moderated by the ancestral background of the relationship partners. For the measures of 

sexual responsivity and satisfaction with partner’s sexual attractiveness, robust and consistent 

effects were only present in couples involving two Asian partners. In these relationships, the 

results are particularly clear and consistent for the male partner’s ratings, but the effects on the 

female partner’s ratings were generally consistent with the effects on the male partner’s ratings. 

The fact that formal significance was only achieved in some analyses is probably due to low N. 

Whichever way the question is examined, the pattern is clear for couples with Asian members: 

When there is an elevated degree of MHC matching between partners in long-term heterosexual 

relationships, it will result in a generalized reduction of in-pair attraction for both members of 

that couple.   

Limitations 

A number of limitations apply to the present research, including the relative ethnic 

heterogeneity of the sample investigated. Results in the largest ethnic sub-group, individuals of 
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Asian ancestry, were significant and consistent across different measures, but we were unable to 

conduct similar analyses within subsamples of white, Latino, African-American or Middle-

Eastern participants because there were not enough qualifying couples from these groups. 

Moreover, the predominantly Asian cast of our sample makes it likely that our results are not 

directly comparable to those obtained in the sample reported upon by Garver-Apgar et al. (2006) 

in the only previous study of this kind. However, as reported above, we found that the effects of 

MHC matching on in-pair attraction were stronger and consistently significant when the analysis 

was restricted to couples in which both of the partners were of Asian descent. Additional 

discrepancies may exist between the two samples, but we are not aware of them. 

Conclusions 

The effect of MHC matching between partners in ongoing human relationships cannot be 

considered established, as the available data are still quite limited in comparison to other lines of 

MHC investigation, such as self-reported preferences for various characteristics of hypothetical 

mates and realized preferences as reflected in real-life partner choice as manifested in ongoing 

long-term relationships. If there is a true MHC preference, it is still likely that long-term 

partnering choices are based to a greater extent on more salient characteristics (e.g. wealth, 

attractiveness, intelligence and so on) than the degree of MHC matching. For instance, even if 

the olfactory pathway channels some information on an individual’s particular MHC repertoire, 

the attractiveness of a male’s scent might still be more influenced by other aspects of a male’s 

olfactory élan, such as the putative male “pheromones” androstenone and androstenol (T. 

Roberts & Roiser, 2010). Accordingly, the best place to look for MHC effects on attraction 

might just be within ongoing long-term intimate relationships.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Full Sample and Asian Subsample 

 

  

Sample Measure N Mean SD 

Overall Male Age (Years) 168 21.8 4.71 

 Female Age (Years) 167 20.9 4.04 

 Relationship Length (Months) 167 19.6 18.21 

Both Partners are Asian Male Age (Years) 44 20.9 2.50 

 Female Age (Years) 44 20.3 1.99 

 Relationship Length (Months) 43 20.8 19.79 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Full Sample and Asian Couples Subsample 

  Females  Males  

Sample Measure N Mean SD  N Mean SD Sex Difference a 

Overall Sexual Responsivity 165 3.03 0.77  168  3.48 0.56 t(164) = -7.06, p < .001  

 Sat. with Partner’s Sexual 

Adventurousness 

165 7.78 1.73  167  8.06 1.27 t(163) =  2.01, p = .046 

 Sat. with Extent Partner Turns 

You On 

166 7.76 1.64  167  7.30 1.82 t(164) = -2.43, p = .016 

Asian Couples  Sexual Responsivity 44 2.76 0.89  44 3.39 0.51 t(43) = 5.13, p < .001 

 Sat. with Partner’s Sexual 

Adventurousness 

43 7.53 1.44  44 7.11 1.81 t(42) = 1.27, p = .210 

 Sat. with Extent Partner Turns 

You On 

43 7.42 1.62  44 7.64 1.33 t(42) = -0.98, p = .335 

a Paired-samples t-test comparing males and females within relationships. 
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Table 3. Effects of MHC Matching on Sexual Responsivity in the Full Sample 

  Overall 

 

Class I 

 

HLA-DRB1 

Partner N R p  r P  r p 

Female 165 -.022  .775  -.065 .408   .043 .579 

Male 168 -.097 .211  -.096 .216  -.041 .594 
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Table 4. Effects of MHC Matching on Sexual Responsivity in the Asian Subsample 

  Overall  Class I  HLA-DRB1 

Partner N r p  r p  r p 

Female 44 -.281† .065  -.244 .110  -.149 .333 

Male 44 -.333* .027  -.332* .028  -.116 .452 

†p < .10. *p < .05.  
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Table 5. Effects of MHC Matching on the Satisfaction Variables in the Full Sample 

   Overall  Class I  HLA-DRB1 

Partner Satisfaction with… N r p  r p  r p 

Female Partner’s Sexual Adventurousness 166 -.107 .172  -.061 .438  -.101 .194 

 Extent Partner Turns You On 165 -.085  .276  -.020 .798  -.117 .134 

Male Partner’s Sexual Adventurousness 167 -.009 .907  -.059 .450   .058 .456 

 Extent Partner Turns You On 167 -.009 .909  -.029 .706   .022 .779 
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Table 6. Effects of MHC Matching on the Satisfaction Variables in the Asian Subsample 

   Overall  Class I  HLA-DRB1 

Partner Satisfaction with… N r P  r p  r p 

Female Partner’s Sexual Adventurousness 43 -.084 .594  -.095 .546  -.014 .930 

 Extent Partner Turns You On 43 -.358* .019  -.157 .316  -.409** .006 

Male Partner’s Sexual Adventurousness 44 -.498***  5.8e-4  -.358* .017  -.370* .013 

 Extent Partner Turns You On 44 -.346* .021  -.217 .156  -.302* .046 

†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.    
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Table 7. Descriptive Statistics for In-pair Attraction in the Ovulation Cycle Sample 

  Female  Male  

Subsample In-Pair Attraction at… N Mean SD  N Mean SD Sex Difference a 

Overall High Fertility 69 2.23 1.21  67 2.96 0.93 t(66) = 4.72, p < .001 

 Low Fertility 69 2.12 1.13  67 2.80 1.14 t(66) = 3.85, p < .001 

Both Partners are Asian High Fertility 22 2.05 1.08  22 2.84 0.92 t(21) = 3.11, p = .005 

 Low Fertility 22 1.89 1.05  22 2.73 1.15 t(21) = 3.71, p = .001 

a Paired-samples t-test comparing males and females within relationships. 
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Table 8. Effects of MHC Matching on In-pair Attraction in LH-confirmed Couples  

   Overall  Class I  HLA-DRB1 

Partner In-Pair Attraction N r p  r p  r p 

Female At high fertility  69 -.232† .055  -.265* .028  -.010 .937 

 At low fertility 69 -.229† .058  -.236† .050  -.043 .723 

 Overall (Average)  69 -.281* .019  -.306* .011  -.032 .796 

Male At high fertility  67 -.184 .135  -.221† .073   .021 .867 

 At low fertility 67 -.116 .348  -.240† .050   .164 .185 

 Overall (Average)  67 -.161 .193  -.253* .039   .109 .380 

†p < .10. *p < .05. 
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Table 9. Effects of MHC Matching on In-pair Attraction in LH-confirmed Couples – Asian Subsample 

   Overall  Class I  HLA-DRB1 

Partner In-Pair Attraction N r P  r p  r p 

Female At high fertility  22 -.405† .061  -.243 .276  -.317 .151 

 At low fertility 22 -.418† .053  -.308 .164  -.232 .300 

 Overall (Average)  22 -.466* .029  -.311 .159  -.311 .159 

Male At high fertility  22 -.604** .003  -.572** .005  -.119 .598 

 At low fertility 22 -.354 .106  -.438* .041   .103 .648 

 Overall (Average)  22 -.509* .016  -.544** .009  .005 .982 

†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01.
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Chapter Four: Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms and  

Haplotypes in the Oxytocin Receptor Gene (OXTR)  

are Associated with Intimate Relationship Quality  

and Extrapair Sexual Interest 
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Abstract 

The present study investigated the effects of four single nucleotide polymorphisms (rs53576, 

rs237893, rs237897 and rs237902) in the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) on assessments of 

satisfaction in intimate relationships and on the frequency of fantasizing about sex with someone 

other than the partner. Significant associations were detected between rs237893 and the quality 

of female partners’ relationships and between rs237902 and extradyadic fantasy and attraction in 

male partners. Haplotype analysis demonstrated that these four markers could be accounted for 

by six common haplotypes, five of which represented the G allele of rs53576 and only one of 

which represented the A allele. Ethnic differences in the frequencies of three of the common 

haplotypes were detected between participants of Caucasian and Asian ancestry. In addition, 

significant associations were found between two of the common haplotypes and measures of 

extradyadic fantasy and interest in male partners. These findings held across ethnic subsamples 

and for the sample overall, although they were not significant when considering only female 

partners. Discussion focuses on the implications of these findings for the literature on rs53576 

and for the possibility of ethnic differences in the effect of this marker on outcomes of interest to 

relationship genetics.  
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Recent years have witnessed a surge in research on single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) and SNP haplotypes in the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) in relation to a wide array of 

biological, psychological and social phenotypes (for reviews see Bakermans-Kranenburg & van 

IJzendoorn, 2014; Ebstein, Knafo, Mankuta, Chew & Lai, 2012). Many common SNPs in OXTR 

have been investigated, but one has drawn more attention than any other: a SNP in the third 

intron of OXTR that has been given the formal designation rs53576 (abbreviated hereafter as 

rs~535). More than one hundred papers have now been published on this SNP marker (see 

Appendix), but a number of critically important questions remain unanswered. What functional 

consequences, if any, does this SNP have on molecular and cellular function? Is rs~535 instead 

merely “tagging” a functional variant with which it is closely linked? Can results from studies on 

rs~535 in one population (e.g. Caucasians) be generalized to other populations (e.g. East 

Asians)? The present research attempts to provide greater clarity and insight into these questions 

through the use of a technique known as haplotype association analysis (Clark, 2004; Sklar, 

2005). Here, I employ this technique to study the influence of rs~535 and neighboring SNPs in 

OXTR on measures of relationship quality and extradyadic sexual interest in a sample of couples 

in long-term intimate relationships. The findings are supportive of a role for OXTR genetic 

variation in both of these social phenotypes, but they also suggest that past research focusing 

solely on rs~535 may be missing an important part of the picture. I will argue that multiple-

marker association studies have the ability to fill in this missing background, and demonstrate 

how this can be done by presenting the findings from a new study of SNP and haplotype 

variation in OXTR.  

This paper will proceed as follows: First, I will present an overview of some of the 

findings with rs~535 that have received so much attention in recent years. Then, I will consider 
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some of the outstanding questions regarding this variant and the extent to which it represents 

comparable genetic mechanisms in individuals from different ancestral backgrounds. In order to 

move the analysis further, I will then introduce the concept of the haplotype and explain how it 

can be employed to determine, in conjunction with neighboring SNPs, whether there is any 

functionally consequential genetic element in close proximity to rs~535. From that framework, it 

will become clear that additional SNPs near rs~535 must also be investigated, so I will then 

introduce a carefully chosen subset of SNPs that appear well-suited to the purpose. I briefly 

review the available evidence regarding the effects of these SNPs on relevant human phenotypes 

and demonstrate that all three of them are likely to be linked to rs~535, making them suitable for 

inclusion in a haplotype analysis. Against this background, then, I proceed to an overview of the 

purposes and approach of the present research.  

The Recent Rise of rs53576 (rs~535) 

In humans, OXTR is located on the short arm of chromosome 3, at the border of 3p25.3 

and 3p26.1. The gene consists of 4 exons and 3 introns, and a number of SNPs spread throughout 

the gene have been studied by various teams in recent years (see Figure 1 for a schematic 

overview of OXTR). However, of all the markers that have been investigated in OXTR, by far the 

most research has accumulated on rs53576 (Bakermans-Kranenburg & van IJzendoorn, 2014; 

Ebstein et al., 2012), a SNP a third of the way into the large third intron of OXTR which will be 

referred to hereafter by the short-hand ‘rs~535’. As of this writing, there have been no fewer than 

103 published studies including rs~535, and the vast majority of this literature (greater than 

90%) has appeared in the past five years (see Appendix). The size and rapid growth of the 

literature on rs~535 renders it nearly impossible to provide a complete review, and I will not 

attempt to do so here. Instead, I will briefly summarize a small subset of the studies on rs~535 in 
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order to provide a sense of some of the more intriguing findings that have contributed to this 

SNP’s relatively sudden popularity.   

The first study to report on rs~535 was a family-based association study of autism (S. Wu 

et al., 2005), but interest in the SNP only began to take off following the publication of a study 

reporting that rs~535 significantly predicted more sensitive mothering in a small sample when 

entered into a simultaneous regression with the serotonin transporter gene-linked promoter repeat 

(5HTTLPR; Bakermans-Kranenberg & van Ijzendoorn, 2008). Another study found that rs~535 

G allele homozygotes performed better than A allele carriers on a behavioral test of empathic 

ability known as the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET), as well as on a self-report 

measure of dispositional empathy known as the Interpersonal Reactions Inventory (hereafter IRI; 

Rodrigues, Saslow, Garcia, John & Keltner, 2009). A beneficial effect of intranasal oxytocin had 

previously been identified in a study using the very same paradigm (Domes et al., 2007). 

Additional studies found that G homozygotes were rated by independent observers as behaving 

in a more affiliative manner (Kogan et al., 2011) and had higher levels of optimism, mastery and 

self-esteem according to self-report measures (Saphire-Bernstein, Way, Kim, Sherman & Taylor, 

2011). Other relevant findings have linked the G allele of rs~535 to stress buffering (Chen et al., 

2011; Norman et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2009), and the A allele of rs~535 to amygdala 

activation when viewing human faces displaying positive and negative emotions (Tost et al., 

2010) and to decreased functional coupling between the hypothalamus and the dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex (Tost et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013, 2014). 

However, most of these findings have not been successfully replicated, and in some 

cases, the direction of the allelic effect has gone in the opposite direction of the effect reported in 

the initial study. Thus, although one recent study has directly replicated the association of the G 
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allele of rs~535 with warm and sensitive parenting in mothers (Klahr, Klump & Burt, 2014), 

other studies have not replicated this effect (Cents et al., 2014), and at least one study has found 

that the A allele homozygotes, rather than the G allele homozygotes, demonstrate more sensitive 

parenting (Michalska et al., 2014). Similarly, efforts to replicate the association between the G 

allele at rs~535 and either empathic ability or self-reported trait empathy (i.e. Rodrigues et al., 

2009) have had mixed results. One follow-up study found that G allele homozygotes had higher 

scores on the “empathic concern” subscale of the IRI, but no effects were evident for the other 

subscales (Smith, Porges, Norman, Connelly & Decety, 2014). A second study replicated the G 

allele effect for scores on the IRI, but not for scores on the RMET (Krueger et al., 2012). Most 

recently of all, a study in Israeli college students found that G allele homozygotes scored higher 

on a composite of self-report instruments, including the IRI and other measures of empathy 

(Uzefovsky et al., 2015). However, as was the case with sensitive mothering, there have also 

been a handful of null findings (Chen et al., 2011; N. Wu, Li & Su, 2012) and a number of 

studies showing significant effects in the opposite direction of the originally reported association 

(Laursen et al., 2014; Lucht et al., 2013; Parker et al., 2014). 

Although these seemingly contradictory findings may be perplexing or even vexing to 

some, there is in fact a well-known argument regarding the possibility of such a “flip-flop” 

phenomenon when a marker is in linkage with a true functional variant (Lin, Vance, Pericak-

Vance & Martin, 2007; Tabak, McCullough, Carver, Pedersen & Cuccaro, 2014). Specifically, it 

is argued that when a particular SNP is in imperfect linkage with a functional variant, then the 

allele at the SNP that is associated with a particular outcome may “flip” when moving from one 

population to another. Thus, the presence of significant effects in opposite directions may be 
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indicative of a true functional variant, but not for the tagging SNP. Rather, both alleles are 

associated with the functional allele, but in different populations.  

These considerations are not inconsequential to the discussion of rs~535, as the allele 

frequencies at this SNP are notably disparate between Caucasian and East Asian populations. 

Specifically, the G allele predominates in Caucasians, whereas the A allele is more frequent than 

the G allele in East Asians (H. Kim et al., 2010; Luo & Han, 2014; Saphire-Bernstein et al., 

2011). Indeed, this discrepancy has served to underscore another concern that has been 

frequently expressed with respect to rs~535: the question of whether this SNP represents the 

same fundamental elements of genetic variation in members of the Caucasian and East Asian 

populations (Tost et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013, 2014). Such concerns have served to 

undermine confidence in the generalizability of findings with respect to rs~535 and to other 

SNPs in OXTR as well. 

Finally, perhaps the greatest concern regarding rs~535 has been the question of what if 

any functional consequences the SNP might have for phenotypes on the molecular and cellular 

levels of analysis. It seems increasingly likely that there is some appreciable effect arising either 

from rs~535 directly or else indirectly from the effect of some unknown marker to which this 

SNP is tightly linked. We must bear in mind that rs~535 may be merely a so-called “tagging” 

SNP, serving as a proxy indicator for a functional variant with which it is tightly linked without 

having any influence in and of itself. One way to shed more light on these matters may be to 

employ an increasingly popular technique known as haplotype association analysis. Before I 

elaborate on this approach further, however, it is necessary to briefly introduce and explain the 

concept of linkage disequilibrium.  
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Linkage Disequilibrium and the Question of Molecular Function 

One of the fundamental principles of association and linkage approaches to genetic 

analysis is that most DNA variants cannot be assumed a priori to be functional, i.e. that they have 

a measurable impact on molecular processes. Rather, it is generally assumed that most markers 

are effectively silent, but may nevertheless be associated with a particular phenotype because 

they are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the true functional variant (Zondervan & Cardon, 

2004). LD is a fancy genetic term for association or correlation, and reflects the extent to which 

alleles at two different genetic markers co-occur, relative to the expectation for their co-

occurrence based on the respective frequencies of the alleles in question and the assumption of 

random mating. When co-occurrence between two markers matches expectations, they are said 

to be in “linkage equilibrium”, and therefore departures from this expectation are described in 

terms of disequilibrium.  

Two metrics are in widespread use for capturing LD between markers: D’ and r2. Both 

measures begin with the difference between the observed and expected co-occurrence of the 

markers, and both rescale this difference so that values range from 0 to 1 (Clark, 2004; Wray, 

2005; Zapata, 2011). However, the two metrics capture different aspects of linkage because they 

use very different approaches to standardization (Zapata, 2011). The key distinction is that r2 is 

sensitive to differences in the allele frequencies of the markers in question, such that a value of 1 

can only be reached if the allele frequencies of the markers are identical (Wray, 2005). By 

contrast, D’ is insensitive to differences in allele frequencies, because it is rescaled in proportion 

to the highest possible co-occurrence of the alleles given their observed allele frequencies 

(Zapata, 2011). As a result, markers with widely disparate allele frequencies can still obtain a D’ 

value of 1. 
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The extent of LD between markers indicates their dependence upon one another such that 

even moderately linked markers cannot be regarded as independent. Nevertheless, many 

geneticists present multi-marker studies of individual candidate genes, such as OXTR, without 

correcting in any way for this mutual dependency of the markers upon one another (e.g. Walum 

et al., 2012; Zietsch et al., 2014). Fortunately, there is an alternative to this approach that 

provides a far more satisfying resolution to the problem of marker interdependence and also 

promises to provide greater insight into the molecular function of the tagged genetic variation. 

This alternative approach is known as haplotype analysis (Ken-Dror et al., 2013), and studies 

employing this approach are known as haplotype association studies.   

Haplotype Analysis and Outstanding Concerns Regarding rs~535 

A haplotype association study is similar to an association study with a single marker, 

such as a SNP, except that instead of using a single marker, multiple markers are combined to 

form haplotypes, which are used for association analysis instead (Ken-Dror et al., 2013; Sklar, 

2005). A haplotype is defined as “the combination of…alleles at different loci on the same 

chromosome” (Sklar, 2005, p. 1359).  Haplotypes usually cannot be inferred directly from 

observed genotypes because ordinary SNP typing technologies target the individual variant, 

removing it entirely from its genomic context (Ken-Dror, Humphries & Drenos, 2013). 

However, algorithms have been developed and refined for over a decade now to efficiently 

impute haplotypes based solely upon genotypic data (e.g. Purcell et al., 2007), and these can 

usually assign haplotypes with high confidence to most individuals in a population sample.  

The haplotype approach to genetic association has been utilized to study OXTR SNPs in a 

relatively large number of different samples (e.g. Campbell et al., 2011; Dadds et al., 2013; 

Johansson et al., 2012; Kawamura et al., 2010; Loth et al., 2014; Malik et al., 2012, 2014; Tabak 
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et al., 2014; Wermter et al., 2010). These studies have revealed a notable disparity in the extent 

of the linkage between rs~535 and markers in the 5’ upstream direction versus markers in the 3’ 

downstream direction. Whereas rs~535 is generally not tightly linked with downstream SNPs, 

even those that are relatively nearby, it generally is in tight linkage with SNPs that lie in the 5' 

upstream direction (Campbell et al., 2011; Loth et al., 2014; Malik et al., 2012, 2014; Wermter et 

al., 2010). However, past research on haplotypes in OXTR has largely focused on the 

downstream SNPs, to the neglect of those lying upstream of rs535 (e.g. Kawamura et al., 2010; 

Johansson et al., 2012; Tabak et al., 2014). 

Which SNPs Form Useful Haplotypes with rs53576? 

In order to clarify the haplotype structure of rs~535 and its neighboring SNPs in the 5' 

upstream direction, I selected three additional SNPs on the basis of their proximity (see Figure 2) 

and demonstrated linkage (see Table 1) to rs~535. These three SNPs are named rs237893, 

rs237897 and rs237902, but in order to reduce the burden of remembering so many numerals, I 

use the shorthand signifiers 'rs~893', 'rs~897' and 'rs~902' to refer to these SNPs for the 

remainder of this report. Figure 2 presents a map of the region spanned by the four SNPs 

included in the present research, and also serves as a handy reminder of the ad hoc nomenclature 

I have introduced for the OXTR SNPs. Note in particular that the four selected SNPs (including 

rs~535) span the first third or so of the third intron in OXTR, as well as a tiny fragment of the 

preceding third exon (see Figure 1). In the remainder of this section, I briefly review the 

literatures on each of these SNPs in turn, proceeding from rs~535 in the upstream direction.  

The SNP rs~893 is located approximately 1.6 kilo base-pairs (kb) upstream of rs~535 and 

is still well within the third intron of OXTR (see Figure 2). This SNP has demonstrated strong 

linkage with rs~535 in past research (e.g. Campbell et al., 2011; Loth et al., 2014; Wermter et al., 
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2010; see Table 1) and also shows a clear disparity in allele frequencies between Caucasian and 

Asian populations in the 1000 Genomes data (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2012). 

Few studies have directly examined this variant. However, it was included in a recent study by 

Loth et al. (2014), which examined associations between a number of SNPs in OXTR and neural 

activation in response to images of animated angry faces. Their analysis revealed significant 

associations between several SNPs in OXTR and increased activation in the left and right ventral 

striatum. Three of these SNPs were rs~535, rs~893 and a third SNP lying in between them, 

named rs35498753. Of these three SNPs, rs~893 had the lowest p-values for the associations, 

leading the authors to conclude that rs~893 might be the most important SNP in the group. 

The second SNP, rs~897, is also located in the third intron of OXTR, another 2.3 kb 

upstream of rs~893, placing it much closer than rs~535 and rs~893 to the border between Intron 

3 and Exon 3 (i.e. ~ 500 base pairs after the end of the exon; see Figure 2). This proximity to the 

exon-intron boundary implies a greater likelihood that rs~897 may be near to or even inside the 

putative splice site that enables the separation of Intron 3 from the final pre-translation mRNA 

strand. As with rs~893, numerous studies have demonstrated strong linkage of rs~897 with 

rs~535, and a number of interesting associations have been reported with rs~897 as well. For 

example, Israel et al. (2009) found a significant association in males between rs~897 and 

decision making in two economic games, the dictator game and the social values orientation task. 

Another study noted that rs~897 influenced levels of OXTR transcriptional activity (Tansey et 

al., 2010), although the full details of this finding were not provided.  

Beyond these direct findings are a handful of studies that seem to indicate a close 

correspondence between the effects of rs~897 and rs~535 on particular outcomes of interest. 

First, Apicella et al. (2010) found that both rs~535 and rs~897 had non-significant positive 
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effects on giving in the dictator game and similar non-significant negative effects were detected 

for performance on a trust game in males only. Following this, Walum et al. (2012) reported a 

similar set of marginal but consistent effects for the two SNPs on their Partner Bonding Scale, 

although neither SNP was even close to being significantly associated with a relationship quality 

measure administered to a replication sample. Finally, Tabak et al. (2014) found that both rs~535 

and rs~897 were significantly associated with satisfaction and anger following an experimentally 

induced betrayal in a behavioral economic game, and the effects were in the same direction for 

both SNPs on both variables. 

The third and final SNP, rs~902, is located towards the end of Exon 3 in OXTR, and is a 

synonymous polymorphism, meaning that whether the allele is an A or a G, the same amino acid 

will still be encoded at that location in the final protein product (Liao, Roy, Biswas, 

Arulkumaran & Ratnam, 1996). Although synonymous SNPs do not affect the amino acid 

sequence of the protein, geneticists now appreciate that synonymous polymorphisms can exert 

appreciable influence on downstream processes such as exon splicing and protein folding, among 

others (for review, see Sauna & Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011). Thus, even synonymous variants within 

exons should be regarded as potentially functional variants.   

The earliest reported association with rs~902 found an effect of this SNP on the 

cooperativeness factor of the TCI-R and a somewhat smaller effect on the novelty seeking 

measure from the same inventory (Comings et al., 2000). The pattern of the genetic effect of 

rs~902 was similar in both cases, indicating an additive effect with minor (A) allele 

homozygotes scoring highest and major allele homozygotes scoring lowest. In past research, 

cooperativeness has been most closely related to the Five-Factor Model personality trait 

agreeableness, indicating interpersonal warmth, empathy, altruism and a generalized prosocial 
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orientation, while novelty seeking has tended to reflect a blend of extraverted and conscientious 

traits (Capanna et al., 2012; De Fruyt, Van De Wiele & Van Heeringen, 2000; D. Garcia, 2012; 

MacDonald & Holland, 2002; Masthoff, Trompenaars, Van Heck, Hodiamont & De Vries, 

2007). No replication of these effects has yet been reported, but another team recently reported a 

significant association between rs~902 and harm avoidance (Stankova, Eichhammer, Langguth 

& Sand, 2012), another trait measured by the TCI-R that appears to most closely reflect 

neuroticism, although it is often correlated with extraversion as well (Capanna et al., 2012; De 

Fruyt et al., 2000; D. Garcia, 2012; MacDonald & Holland, 2002; Masthoff et al., 2007). 

Notably, the effect on harm avoidance was only detected in females, which may indicate the 

presence of gender-differentiated effects at this locus. Another study found a female-specific 

effect of rs~535 on harm avoidance (Wang et al., 2014), which is consistent with the finding for 

rs~902, given the high degree of LD between the two SNPs (see Table 1). Additional research 

has found that rs~902 is linked to performance on a measure of face recognition memory (Skuse 

et al., 2014), that carriers of the minor A allele were significantly more likely to have a cocaine 

addiction (Levran et al., 2014), and that the A allele was also significantly over-represented in 

juvenile males with childhood-onset aggression, relative to age-matched male controls (Malik et 

al., 2014). 

The linkage structure of rs~902 with the other SNPs is somewhat complicated by 

differences in the minor allele frequency (mAF) between this marker and the others we have 

examined. I also note that the minor allele is relatively rare in Asian samples (i.e. frequency of 

approximately .05), suggesting that rs~902 may be particularly relevant to research on stable 

group differences in allele frequencies at common polymorphic loci. In sum, rs~902, like the 
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previous two SNPs, presents itself as an attractive candidate for inclusion in a study on the LD 

structure of the region upstream of rs~535 in OXTR.  

Commitment to Relationship Partners and Extradyadic Interest 

Humans may not be sexually monogamous, but social monogamy prevails today 

throughout the developed world, and debate continues to rage over the existence and extent of 

adaptations for monogamous relationships (Conley, Ziegler, Moors, Matsick & Valentine, 2013). 

In any case, it seems reasonable to suppose that extradyadic interest is a necessary prerequisite 

for extrapair mating, although other factors such as physical attractiveness and the availability of 

alternative mates surely play important roles as well. However, no such constraints exist on the 

ability of an individual to fantasize about alternatives to his or her current partner. Even so, we 

might suppose that those who rarely fantasize about others sexually would be relatively unlikely 

to engage in an extrapair dalliance.  

Molecular Genetics of Relationship Quality, Extrapair Mating and Infidelity 

To date, there have only been a few studies published investigating molecular genetic 

determinants of relationship quality and extrapair sexual interest. One study in particular has 

documented effects of SNPs in OXTR on a measure of partner bonding (Walum et al., 2012). 

With respect to extrapair interest, one study has linked variation in the dopamine receptor D4 

gene with the incidence of engaging in extrapair mating (J. Garcia et al., 2010). More recently, 

Zietsch and colleagues (Zietsch, Westberg, Santtila & Jern, 2014) have directly examined 

associations between polymorphisms in the vasopressin receptor 1a gene (AVPR1A) and OXTR 

and extrapair mating in the previous year. These authors found an overall effect of variation in 

AVPR1A on extrapair mating in females using a gene-based analysis, and also identified several 
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SNPs in AVPR1A that were significantly associated with the commission of an infidelity. 

However, the study did not find significant effects for any of the SNPs in OXTR.  

Summary and Review  

Many studies have reported significant effects of the rs~535 SNP in OXTR on an 

assortment of social-behavioral traits. However, questions remain regarding what functional 

effect, if any, this SNP might have. Further, concerns have repeatedly been raised regarding the 

comparability of variation in this SNP across individuals from different populations, particularly 

those from Caucasian and Asian populations (e.g. Tost et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013, 2014). 

Three SNPs lying upstream of rs~535 have demonstrated linkage with the marker and have been 

associated with a number of psychological and biological measures as well. Accordingly, it is 

proposed that greater clarity on the effect of rs~535 may be gained by typing this SNP together 

with the other three SNPs identified and using these SNPs to form common haplotypes for 

association analysis. This brings us to the purpose of the present study.   

Study Overview 

The present research was guided by three goals arising from the extant literature on 

OXTR and rs~535. One specific goal of this investigation is to shed new light on the nature of the 

genetic variation that is captured by rs~535. Is rs~535 a useful SNP marker? What functional 

variants might it tag? Are the A and G alleles representing the same local sequences in people 

from different ethnic groups? Together, the selected set of SNPs provide a finer degree of 

resolution for this region of OXTR than has previously been reported in the empirical literature 

outside of the notable exception of Wermter et al. (2010). Thus, I was optimistic about the 

likelihood of being able to at least partially resolve some of the questions listed above. A second 

goal of the present research was to investigate the extent of similarity or difference between 
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haplotypes observed in Asians and in Caucasians, in order to clarify the extent to which effects 

of rs~535 in one of these populations can be generalized to individuals from the other 

population. Finally, the third goal of the study was to document whether any of the SNPs or 

haplotypes in OXTR have significant effects on measures of relationship quality and extrapair 

sexual interest, and whether these effects were consistent or discrepant across men and women 

and in people of different ethnicities.   

Method 

Participants 

 Details on the recruitment of participants and related matters have been reported 

previously (Saphire-Bernstein et al., in preparation). Briefly, 344 individuals involved in 172 

long-term intimate heterosexual relationships were recruited from students and other university 

affiliates. Self-reported racial ancestry was assessed with a single item asking participants to 

indicate their “race/ethnicity” and providing the following options: African-American, Hispanic, 

Asian, Caucasian, Native American, Middle-Eastern, and Other. Participants with multiracial 

ancestry were encouraged to select as many options as they deemed appropriate and were 

categorized separately from participants identifying with just one racial category.  

Questionnaire Measures 

 Participants completed a battery of self-report questionnaire measures, including scales 

measuring the “temperature” of the relationship and the frequency of extra-dyadic fantasy. An 

additional measure of extra-dyadic attraction was completed by a majority of the participants (N 

= 234, 68%).  

 Relationship Temperature. A three-item scale asked partners to indicate the 

“temperature” of different aspects of their relationship. For example, one item asked “What is the 
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“temperature” of your sexual relationship with your partner?” The other two items used identical 

language, except for the underlined portion, which read “mutual attraction” and “emotional 

intensity” in the second and third items, respectively (underlining was used in the questionnaire 

as indicated). Participants were asked to select one of eleven labeled temperatures, as follows:  

“100 --- Blazing”; “90 --- Sizzling”; “80 --- Steaming”; “70 --- Hot”; “60 --- Warm”; “50 --- 

Lukewarm”; “40 --- Cool”; “30 --- Chilly”; “20 --- Cold”; “10 --- Very Cold”; and “0 --- 

Freezing”. In the present sample, this scale demonstrated good reliability, considering the 

number of items in the scale (k = 3; Cronbach's α = .77).  

 Extradyadic fantasy (EDF). This construct was measured using a single item asking 

participants “How often do you fantasize about having sex with someone other than your current 

romantic partner?” Participants were asked to select one of eight terms indicating increasing 

frequency of such fantasies, which was scored from 1 to 8 as follows: “Never” = 1, “Once every 

two or three months” = 2; “once a month” = 3; “once every two weeks” = 4; “once a week” = 5; 

“a few times each week” = 6; “nearly every day” = 7; and “at least once a day” = 8.  

 Extradyadic attraction (EDA). Most participants in this study also completed two 

additional laboratory sessions at which they completed additional self-report measures. Relevant 

to the present investigation are a series of questions designed to assess attraction to individuals 

other than one's primary partner during the 48 hours preceding each lab session. Attraction to 

extra-pair targets was assessed using 5 items: “I felt strong sexual attraction toward someone 

other than my primary current partner”, “I felt sexually aroused by the sight of a very physically 

attractive person other than my primary current partner”, “I felt sexually aroused by the scent of 

someone other than my primary current partner”, “I fantasized about sex with someone other 

than my primary current partner” and “I fantasized about sex with a past partner”. These items 
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were completed at each session by each partner, and all items were averaged for each partner to 

form composite measures of EDA for use in the present study.  

Genetic Procedures 

 Genetic samples were collected using industry-standard Oragene® saliva kits (DNA 

Genotek Inc., Ottowa, ON, Canada) and stored at room temperature until further analysis, per the 

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA extraction was performed by a specialty lab and extracted 

samples were sent to the UCLA Gene Core for genotyping. All four SNPs in OXTR were typed 

using widely available commercial SNP assays.  

 Single-marker and haplotype analyses were conducted separately for the male partners 

and the female partners in the present sample, as a considerable number of past findings with 

OXTR markers have been found only in one sex or the other (e.g. Stankova et al., 2012; Tost et 

al., 2010; Walum et al., 2012).  

 Single-marker analyses were conducted by fitting a linear contrast representing an 

additive effect of the A allele, which was the minor allele for every SNP other than rs~893 (I 

used the same A allele contrast for rs~893 in order to maintain consistency with the other 

reported effects). Additive models such as these have been demonstrated to be more robust in a 

simulation study evaluating the impact of different approaches to parameterization when the 

pattern of genetic effect is not unknown (Thakkinstian, Thompson, Minelli & Attia, 2009).  

 Haplotype analysis and visualization of the results was performed using the freely 

available software program Haploview (Barrett, Fry, Maller & Daly, 2005). Haplotypes were 

imputed for individual participants using the freely available software program PLINK (v1.0.7; 

Purcell et al., 2007, available at http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/).  
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Effect sizes and confidence intervals. Estimates of effect size are provided as Pearson’s 

correlation coefficients for the associations between the number of minor alleles for the genotype 

analysis or carrier status for the haplotypes and the dependent variables of interest. The 95% 

confidence intervals for the correlation coefficients were obtained by bootstrap resampling 

performed with 1000 resamples in SPSS 20.0.  

Results 

 Descriptive statistics for the key dependent variables in this study are presented in Table 

2, and genotype frequencies for the entire sample and for the two largest ethno-racial subsamples 

(Asians and Caucasians) are presented in Table 3. Significant differences in allele frequencies 

were observed between individuals of Asian versus Caucasian ancestry for all four SNPs, in 

agreement with the values obtained from the 1000 Genomes samples (The 1000 Genomes 

Project Consortium, 2012).   

Single Marker Association Analyses 

 The associations between each of the four individual SNPs and EDF are presented in 

Table 4, and the associations of these SNPs with Relationship Temperature are presented in 

Table 5. In females, the A allele at rs~893 was significantly associated with more frequent EDF, 

r = .154 [95% CI: .023, .274]: AA homozygotes reported the highest frequency of EDF and GG 

homozygotes reported the lowest frequency of EDF, with heterozygotes falling in between. In 

males, the effect of rs~893 was not significant but trended in the same direction, r = .107 [95% 

CI: -.040, .257], although the pattern of means is more consistent with a dominant effect of the A 

allele, rather than an additive effect as was found in the female partners. In addition, a male-

specific effect was found for rs~902, r = -.164 [95% CI: -.313, -.006]: AA homozygotes at 

rs~902 reported less frequent EDF than carriers of the G allele, with GG homozygotes also 
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reporting somewhat more frequent EDF than heterozygotes. A non-significant parallel trend was 

found in females, r = -.123 [95% CI: -.240, .002].  

 Similar results were found for relationship temperature, albeit in the opposite direction to 

the effects on EDF. Thus, the A allele of rs~893 was negatively associated with relationship 

temperature in the female partners, r = -.148 [95% CI: -.271, -.018], while the A allele of rs~902 

was positively associated with relationship temperature in the male partners, r = .161 [95% CI: 

.020, .299] (see Table 5 for full results).  

Haplotype Analysis 

 The LD structure of the four SNPs is presented in Figure 3, along with the D’ and r2 

statistics for each pairwise association between SNPs. The extent of linkage between the SNPs 

was broadly consistent with expectations derived from the 1000 Genomes data (The 1000 

Genomes Project Consortium, 2012) and the previous literature (see Table 1). All four SNPs 

were in fairly tight LD when considering D' (range = .63 – .96, mean D’ = .88), although the 

linkage appears somewhat reduced when considering r2 (range = .20 – .67; mean r2 = .36), and 

particularly when considering linkage between rs~902 and the other three SNPs. The relatively 

low r2 values observed for rs~902 are likely attributable to the dramatic differences in minor 

allele frequencies (MAFs) between that SNP and the other three (see Table 3). The high D' 

values bear this out, as the primary rationale for the use of the D' statistic is to obtain a measure 

of LD that is independent of the allele frequencies (Zapata, 2011). Even with one relatively low 

D' value of .63 between rs~902 and rs~893, the average D' value in the 4-SNP block is .88, 

indicating a level of within-block linkage that is considered high enough for haplotype analysis 

according to most instructional accounts (e.g. Sklar, 2005).  
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Here and throughout the following text, tables and figures, I will consistently refer to 

specific haplotypes by the alleles they carry at each of the four OXTR SNPs in the following 

order: rs~535, rs~893, rs~897 and rs~902.4 The haplotype frequencies as estimated by 

Haploview are presented in Table 6, along with the distributions of haplotypes among Asian and 

Caucasian participants. As anticipated, the vast majority of the chromosomes (96.8%) could be 

accounted for by just six haplotypes, rather than the 16 combinations of alleles that are 

theoretically possible when considering haplotypes at four biallelic markers. Of particular 

interest to this investigation is the contrast between carriers of the A and G alleles of rs~535: 

Whereas the vast majority of A allele carriers (> 90.0%) have the AAAG haplotype, carriers of 

the G allele at rs~535 show a considerably greater degree of haplotype diversity. Thus, the 

GGGG, GGGA and GAGG haplotypes are all observed at frequencies greater than .10, and the 

haplotypes GAAG and GAGA are observed at frequencies greater than .04.  

 Further revelations emerge from the comparison of haplotype frequencies between Asian 

and Caucasian participants. Here we see that the AAAG haplotype predominates in Asian 

individuals, where it represents the majority of the haplotypes overall (frequency = .61, see Table 

6). By contrast, although AAAG is also the most frequently observed haplotype in the Caucasian 

participants, a much smaller proportion of the chromosomes is captured by this single haplotype 

(frequency = .33). This difference in haplotype frequencies between ethnic groups was highly 

significant, χ2(1) = 34.9, p < 1e-8. A similarly strong ethnic difference was observed for the 

GGGA haplotype, which was far more prevalent among Caucasians (frequency = .235) than 

among Asians (frequency = .05), χ2(1) = 35.2, p < 1e-8, and for the GAGA haplotype, which was 

also more prevalent among Caucasians (frequency = .081) than among Asian individuals 

                                                 
4 This order also proceeds upstream from the 3' end of the DNA strand towards the 5' end. 
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(frequency = .007), χ2(1) = 16.1, p < 1e-4. For the remainder of the common haplotypes in the 

present sample (i.e. GGGG, GAGG and GAAG), the frequencies were fairly similar in both the 

Caucasian and the Asian subsamples (see Table 6).  

 The haplotypes imputed by PLINK were inspected with respect to the posterior 

probabilities of the haplotype assignment, which the program provides by default.  

Out of 344 individuals, 2 were excluded due to missing data on more than one genotype. Of the 

remaining 342 individuals, only 6 haplotype assignments had a posterior probability less than 

.65, and these participants were excluded from subsequent haplotype-based analyses. An 

additional 14 haplotype assignments had a posterior probability of .69, owing to the recurrence 

of one particular combination of genotypes: GG, GA, GG, GA. This combination represents 

either a diplotype of GGGA/GAGG or a diplotype of GGGG/GAGA, and all four putative 

haplotypes are observed with some frequency in the overall sample. For each of the 14 instances 

of this genotype combination, Haploview returned identical posterior probabilities for the two 

alternative assignments: The GGGA/GAGG diplotype was given a posterior probability of .69, 

and the GGGG/GAGA diplotype was given a posterior probability of .31. I retained these 14 

participants for analysis, but also flagged them as a separate group in order to enable analyses 

that included and excluded them.    

 The posterior probabilities for the remaining haplotype assignments were quite high. For 

56 participants (16.4% of those genotyped successfully), the haplotype assignments were given a 

posterior probability less than 1 but greater than .95, and they were therefore accepted without 

reservation. Finally, the remaining 266 participants (77.8% of those genotyped successfully) 

were assigned to haplotypes with a posterior probability of 1, indicating virtual certainty that the 

correct haplotypes had been determined. Thus, haplotype assignments with posterior 
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probabilities exceeding .95 were available for 94.2% of the successfully genotyped participants, 

and assignments with posterior probabilities greater than .65 were available for 98.2% of the 

participants.  

Haplotype Association Analyses 

 The associations between each of the six most frequently observed haplotypes and EDF 

are presented in Table 7. The most readily apparent trends indicate associations between two 

OXTR haplotypes, GAGG and GAAG, and extra-dyadic fantasy, particularly in the male 

participants. Specifically, male carriers of the GAGG haplotype reported more frequently 

fantasizing about sex with targets other than their relationship partners (M = 4.74, SD = 1.94), 

relative to males not carrying this haplotype (M = 3.56, SD = 2.17), t(165) = 2.45, p = .015, r = 

.211 [95% CI: .048, .355]. Likewise, male carriers of the GAAG haplotype reported more 

frequently fantasizing about sex with targets other than their relationship partners (M = 4.51, SD 

= 2.16), relative to males not carrying this haplotype (M = 3.51, SD = 2.13), t(165) = 2.46, p = 

.015, r = .182 [95% CI: .037, .317]. The association with EDF was also significant for female 

carriers of the GAGG haplotype, who had higher levels of EDF (M = 2.51, SD = 1.52) than did 

females not carrying this haplotype (M = 1.95, SD = 1.38,), t(164) = 2.07, p = .040, r = .144 

[95% CI: -.019, .317]. However, female carriers of the GAAG haplotype were not significantly 

different from non-carriers of GAAG on self-reported frequency of EDF, r = -.043 [95% CI: -

.211, .151] (see Table 7).  

 Upon investigating these patterns of association further, it was noted that the two 

implicated haplotypes are identical except with respect to the third SNP, rs~897. Interestingly, 

when this SNP is omitted, the remaining SNPs form five common haplotypes instead of six, with 

the only change being to combine the GAGG and GAAG haplotypes into one ‘GA*G 
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haplotype’. As this pattern provides reasonable grounds for pooling the carriers of these two 

haplotypes, I also tested for the effect of carrying either one of these haplotypes, relative to 

carrying neither of them. This analysis found a significant effect as well, with male carriers of 

the GA*G haplotype self-reporting more frequent extradyadic fantasy (M = 4.69, SD = 2.06) 

than males not carrying this haplotype (M = 3.25, SD = 2.07; t(166) = 4.19, p < .001) , r = .319 

[95% CI: .171, .469].  

 The effects corresponding to those just noted in the male partners were not significant in 

the female partners in our sample. However, there was a trend in the same direction for female 

carriers of the combined GA*G haplotype, t(165) = 1.57, p = .118, r = .104 [95% CI: -.064, 

.279]. As a result, these associations were also found to be significant in the combined sample of 

both male and female partners, as carriers of the GA*G haplotype once again reported more 

frequent EDF (M = 3.59, SD = 2.20), relative to non-carriers of the GA*G haplotype (M = 2.58, 

SD = 1.84), t(339) = 4.39, p < .001.  

 To pursue these findings further, the investigation was extended to include a different 

measure of extrapair sexual interest, EDA, which was assessed at subsequent lab sessions in a 

subset of the full sample. These results of these analyses, presented in Table 8, show that both 

the GAAG and the GAGG haplotypes demonstrate non-significant trends for higher levels of 

EDA. However, when these two haplotypes were pooled together, male carriers of the GA*G 

haplotypes reported significantly higher levels of EDA (M = 0.89, SD = 0.77), relative to 

individuals without any copies of the GA*G haplotype (M = 0.50, SD = 0.60), t(112) = 2.85, p = 

.005. None of these haplotypes showed significant associations with EDA in the female 

participants (see Table 8). Finally, there were no significant associations between any of the six 

common haplotypes and Relationship Temperature, whether in males or in females (see Table 9).  
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Discussion 

 The present study investigated the association between four SNPs in OXTR and measures 

of extra-dyadic fantasy and relationship satisfaction in long-term intimate relationship partners. 

In the female partners, the principal finding was an association between the A allele of rs~893 

and higher self-assessed quality of the intimate relationship. In male partners, on the other hand, 

carriers of the A allele of rs~902 reported fantasizing less frequently about people other than 

their primary relationship partners, relative to non-carriers of the A allele. With respect to the 

haplotype association analysis, male carriers of the GAAG and GAGG haplotypes reported 

having extradyadic fantasies more often than people not carrying these haplotypes, and the 

GAGG haplotype was also significantly associated  with EDF in the female partners.  

 The question arises as to whether the present results are consistent or inconsistent with 

previous findings on OXTR SNPs in human mating and extradyadic sexual interest. This research 

has been relatively limited, but one study did investigate associations of OXTR markers with the 

quality of long-term intimate relationships (Walum et al., 2012), while another study has very 

recently reported on associations between OXTR SNPs and engagement in actual extrapair 

mating (Zietsch et al., 2014). Neither of these studies reported significant associations with 

rs~535 and rs~897, the two SNPs that overlap those reports and the present work. Moreover, 

neither of these previous studies included rs~893 and rs~902, yet it was these two SNPs that 

appeared to be most influential and informative in the present study, at least when considering 

individual markers. It is also interesting to note that despite the clear conceptual overlap with 

actual extrapair mating as measured by Zietsch et al. (2014), to the best of my knowledge this is 

the first study to investigate OXTR with respect to extradyadic fantasy and extradyadic attraction. 

Moreover, the earlier studies did not investigate the LD structure of the OXTR SNPs, despite 
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including some of the markers used in the present study (i.e. rs~535 and rs~897), nor did they 

assess the associations of OXTR haplotypes with their outcomes of interest. In any case,  

 One of the primary motivations for the present study was to expand and clarify what is 

known about the haplotype structure of the SNP rs~535 and neighboring SNPs, especially those 

in the 5’ upstream direction of that marker. Although further analysis in additional samples is 

certainly warranted, the results presented here suggest that rs~535 only partially captures the 

meaningful genetic variation in this region of OXTR. Specifically, the vast majority of carriers of 

the A allele of rs~535 could be assigned to just one common haplotype, AAAG, which also 

happened to be the most frequently observed haplotype in the present sample overall. By 

contrast, carriers of the G allele at rs~535 were characterized by many different haplotypes of 

low to moderate frequency (see Table 6). Moreover, the results of the association analyses with 

EDF and EDA suggest that the haplotypes carried by individuals with the G allele at rs~535 may 

have dramatically different consequences for the observed phenotype: The GAAG and GAGG 

haplotypes were associated with the highest levels of EDF in the present study, whereas the 

GGGA and GAGA haplotypes were (non-significantly) associated with the lowest levels of EDF 

(see Table 7). The two remaining common haplotypes, GGGG and AAAG, fell right in the 

middle of the EDF distribution. Thus, carrying the G allele at rs~535 might be associated with 

higher, lower or average levels of EDF, depending on the allelic makeup of other nearby SNPs. 

By contrast, the present findings support the idea that the A allele at rs~535 is a reliable and 

valid marker for carriers of one specific haplotype, namely AAAG. This latter result suggests 

that even if rs~535 turns out not to be a true functional variant, it may still be worthwhile to 

include the SNP in future haplotype studies of OXTR, as rs~535 is necessary in the present 

analyses in order to distinguish the AAAG haplotype from the other haplotypes in this region of 
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OXTR. This is particularly true for the GAAG haplotype, which only differs from the AAAG 

haplotype at rs~535 and which showed a pattern of associations distinct from the pattern 

observed for the latter haplotype in the present study.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

 As with all cross-sectional population association studies, the present investigation was 

qualified by a number of important limitations. Genetic association studies rarely detect large or 

even moderately sized effects, and so sample size is always an important consideration. The data 

used in the present research were collected by means of an intensive research program spanning 

approximately five years. Data from both partners in each couple were required for inclusion in 

the present analyses. Thus, the comparatively small sample size is understandable in the present 

case. Nevertheless, future research in larger and more diverse samples will be needed to confirm 

the present findings, and to advance our understanding of OXTR’s effects on human behavior 

further. Additionally, future studies should try to employ more extensive questionnaire-based 

assessments of extradyadic sexual interest, as the findings of the present work are somewhat 

limited by the use of a single-item measure of this construct. Psychologists and other behavioral 

scientists are also urged to adopt a more thorough measure of participant ancestry that the 

relatively crude 7-choice question that was employed in the present research.  

Finally, although it may be the case that this study presents one of the most densely 

covered investigations of the region upstream of and including rs~535 (but see Wermter et al., 

2010, for an instance of denser coverage), the fact that only four SNPs were employed is a partial 

limitation as well, since a number of additional common variants are present in the region and 

further upstream throughout the third exon and beyond. Just how many SNPs are needed to fully 

capture the variation in this region remains to be fully determined, as does the functional effects, 
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if any, that are associated with the haplotypes captured in the present study. In the meantime, we 

must remain open to the possibility that other functional variants are involved in any “true” 

association, if present, with rs~535, rs~893 or rs~902.  

From these considerations, it follows that future investigations into OXTR SNP variation 

should include not only the three markers found to be influential here but also additional 

candidate variants that were not included in the present study. Examples of such additional 

candidate markers include rs4686302, which is a nonsynonymous exonic SNP (J. Kim et al., 

2013) that appears to be in moderate-to-strong linkage with rs~535 (The 1000 Genomes Project 

Consortium, 2012), and rs2228485, which is also located within Exon 3. These potentially 

functional alternative candidate markers are worthy targets for inclusion in future investigations. 

So too are other common SNPs located proximally to rs~535, such as the SNP rs237892, which 

has to the best of my knowledge not yet been seriously studied but which is one of the closest 

SNPs to rs~535 with respect to its physical location within the gene (i.e. approximately 600 base 

pairs upstream of rs~535; The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2012). The selection of 

additional variants for inclusion must be done judiciously, however, as each additional SNP may 

increase the total number of haplotypes observed and thereby decrease the number of carriers for 

any particular haplotype. This in turn weakens power to detect associations with particular 

haplotype carrier groups.  

Conclusion 

The literature on OXTR has grown by leaps and bounds over the course of the past 

decade, and it is now possible to harvest deeper insights than could previously be accomplished 

when only a small handful of studies had formed the initial nucleus of the research on this 

intriguing and beguiling molecular gene. Integrative analyses must now draw on the full scope of 
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existing knowledge of OXTR and on the ocean of genomic data that is now available to any 

researcher via an integrated set of crucial web resources. Together, this knowledge and these 

tools have the potential to transform our understanding of the molecular and cellular functions of 

genomic variation in this particular receptor gene. We must always remember, however, that no 

variant in this gene, nor even any summation of the totality of the variation in this gene, will ever 

be able to account for the majority of the variance in any complex sociobehavioral phenotype in 

modern humans. Rather, OXTR variants of true effect must surely cooperate and interact with a 

virtual universe of proteins, RNA molecules and everything else that comprises the molecular 

soup of the modern eukaryotic cell. Thus, while we may well be justified in continuing to scour 

OXTR for functionally meaningful variation, we must also consider these other factors and strive 

to reach a wider integrative and holistic view of oxytocin and its influence on human life via its 

sole receptor, OXTR.  

Finally, in closing, it is worthwhile to briefly consider the implications of studies such as 

this one that tie specific genetic variants to such abstract psychosocial constructs as commitment, 

love and extradyadic sexual interest. Our genetic dispositions may incline some of us towards 

more favorable evaluations of existing relationships or even towards the formation and 

development of stronger, more satisfying and more rewarding relationships, whether intimate or 

otherwise. Individual differences in common genetic variation may also incline some towards 

more frequent thoughts of infidelity, while others may be comparatively impervious to the 

charms of an erstwhile seducer. Even if such tendencies can be reliably linked to specific genetic 

variants, we should always avoid talk of “love genes” or “genes for cheating”, for each of us as 

individuals continues to retain a core agency that enables us to choose for ourselves how to 

respond to the myriad of situations and temptations with which we are continuously bombarded. 
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Molecular genetic research may yet provide novel and important insights into individual 

differences in human social behavior. However, a great deal of work remains to be done, and 

serious research in this area has only just gotten underway. Accordingly, we can expect new and 

transformative breakthroughs to emerge and blossom in the coming years. In the meantime, the 

present study provides an incremental but important addition to the growing knowledge base on 

the molecular genetic contributions to the dynamics of intimate relationships in humans.     
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Figures and Tables 

Figure 1. Schematic Map of the Oxytocin Receptor Gene (OXTR) 
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Note. Gene map drawn to approximate scale using data from the 1000 Genomes Project (The 1000 Genomes Project 

 Consortium, 2012). Chromosomal coordinates are given using Genome Build GRCh37.p13, annotation release 105. 
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Figure 2. Higher-Resolution Map of OXTR from the Exon 3 terminus to the rs53576 SNP in Intron 3  
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Note. Gene map drawn to approximate scale using data from the 1000 Genomes Project (The 1000 Genomes 

Project Consortium, 2012). Chromosomal coordinates are given using Genome Build GRCh37.p13, annotation 

release 105. 
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Figure 3. Linkage disequilibrium between OXTR SNPs in the Present Study

A   B 

Note. A) LD in D' between 4 OXTR SNPs. B) LD in r2 between 4 OXTR SNPs.  

Images were generated using the Haploview software package (Barrett et al., 2005).  
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Table 1. Linkage Disequilibrium Between rs53576 and Other SNPs in Past Research 

SNP D’ r2 Sampled Population Reference 

rs237893 .62 .38 Caucasian Wermter et al. (2010) 

 .97 .53 Caucasian Loth et al. (2014) 

 .95 .42 Caucasian (CEU) 1000 Genomes (2012) 

 .85 .42 East Asian (CHB+CHS) b 1000 Genomes (2012) 

rs237897 .78 .61 Caucasian Wermter et al. (2010) 

 .92 .70 Caucasian Dadds et al. (2013) 

 .86 N/A a Caucasian Campbell et al. (2011) 

 .94 .61 Caucasian Tabak (2011) 

 .95 .66 Caucasian (Finns and Swedes) Johansson et al. (2012) 

 .97 .68 Caucasian (CEU) 1000 Genomes (2012) 

 .83 .58 East Asian (CHB+CHS) b 1000 Genomes (2012) 

rs237902 .44 .19 Caucasian Wermter et al. (2010) 

 .92 .82 Caucasian Malik et al. (2012) 

 .92 .84 Caucasian (Canadian) Malik et al. (2014) 

 .86 N/A a Caucasian Dadds et al. (2013) 

 1.0 .32 Caucasian (CEU) 1000 Genomes (2012) 

 1.0 .55 East Asian (CHB+CHS) b 1000 Genomes (2012) 

Note. Values depicted in italics were computed using the corresponding values in the 

alternative LD metric and the minor allele frequencies for both SNPs, as provided by the 

original publications. 
a r2 values could not be computed for these samples because the published studies did not 

provide the minor allele frequencies for the respective SNPs. Minor allele frequencies are 

needed for the translation of values from one LD metric to the other.  
b Data for East Asians were approximated by averaging the 1000 Genomes values for two 

Chinese samples, one from Beijing (CHB) and one from Shanghai (CHS).  
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics  

Measure Males Females 

Relationship Temperature 79.9 (12.4) 81.9 (13.3) 

Extradyadic Fantasy 3.46 (2.16) 2.29 (1.65) 

Extradyadic Attraction 0.61 (0.67) 0.19 (0.31) 

Values in the cells represent the means, with the standard deviations in parentheses.  
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Table 3. SNP Frequencies Overall and by Subsample 

Sample SNP MAF (Allele) GG AG AA HWE Test 

Overall rs~535 .447 (A) 108 (31.6%) 162 (47.4%) 72 (21.1%) χ2 = 0.60 

 rs~893 .358 (G) 48 (14.0%) 149 (43.6%) 145 (42.4%) χ2 = 0.94 

 rs~897 .487 (A) 93 (27.2%) 165 (48.2%) 84 (24.6%) χ2 = 0.41 

 rs~902 .220 (A) 214 (62.4%) 107 (31.2%) 22 (6.40%) χ2 = 2.86 a 

Caucasians rs~535 .361 (A) 46 (42.6%) 46 (42.6%) 16 (14.8%) χ2 = 0.64 

 rs~893 .403 (G) 18 (16.7%) 51 (47.2%) 39 (36.1%) χ2 = 0.04 

 rs~897 .416 (A) 38 (35.5%) 49 (45.8%) 20 (18.7%) χ2 = 0.35 

 rs~902 .329 (A) 49 (45.4%) 47 (43.5%) 12 (11.1%) χ2 = 0.02 

Asians rs~535 .340 (G) 15 (12.4%) 57 (47.1%) 49 (40.5%) χ2 = 0.06 

 rs~893 .236 (G) 9 (7.40%) 39 (32.2%) 73 (60.3%) χ2 = 1.33 

 rs~897 .344 (G) 15 (12.3%) 54 (44.3%) 53 (43.4%) χ2 = 0.05 

 rs~902 .050 (A) 110 (90.9%) 10 (8.26%) 1 (0.83%) χ2 = 1.84 

a p = .091. MAF = Minor allele frequency. HWE = Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. Bolded entries 

indicate MAFs in Asians that differ from the MAF for the sample overall. For all tests of HWE, 

degrees of freedom = 1.  
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Table 4. Single Marker Analyses of Extradyadic Fantasy  

Sex SNP GG AG AA Additive Effect [95% CI] 

Females rs~535 1.83 (1.31) 2.06 (1.39) 2.23 (1.54)  .100 (.193) 

 rs~893 1.47 (0.77) 1.97 (1.39) 2.23 (1.53)  .163 (.034)* 

 rs~897 1.83 (1.20) 2.08 (1.42) 2.19 (1.56)  .091 (.235) 

 rs~902 2.15 (1.47) 1.81 (1.35) 1.43 (0.53) -.123 (.109) 

Males rs~535 3.89 (2.26) 3.57 (2.16) 3.66 (2.04) -.052 (.501) 

 rs~893 3.00 (2.22) 3.85 (2.25) 3.89 (2.01)  .116 (.132) 

 rs~897 3.65 (2.35) 3.80 (2.10) 3.65 (2.14)  .004 (.957) 

 rs~902 3.95 (2.16) 3.57 (2.14) 2.57 (2.10) -.168 (.029)* 

* p < .05. The additive effect is given as the Pearson's r correlation coefficient between EDF 

and each SNP genotype, coded as GG = 0, AG = 1 and AA = 2.  
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Table 5. Single Marker Analyses of Relationship Temperature  

 Sex SNP GG AG AA Additive Effect [95% CI] 

Females rs~535 84.1 (14.1) 82.5 (13.3) 79.6 (11.9) -.119 (.122) 

 rs~893 86.5 (7.24) 82.5 (14.2) 80.7 (13.2) -.131 (.090)† 

 rs~897 83.0 (14.3) 83.1 (12.7) 79.7 (13.1) -.093 (.229) 

 rs~902 81.2 (13.5) 84.7 (11.8) 77.6 (16.3)  .054 (.481) 

Males rs~535 80.7 (10.6) 80.1 (14.4) 76.4 (11.0) -.107 (.164) 

 rs~893 81.6 (9.02) 79.1 (13.1) 79.5 (13.2) -.045 (.562) 

 rs~897 81.3 (9.79) 79.1 (14.0) 78.4 (12.7) -.085 (.268) 

 rs~902 78.0 (13.4) 81.7 (11.0) 83.8 (9.91)  .167 (.029)* 

† p < .10. * p < .05. The additive effect is given as the Pearson's r correlation 

coefficient between relationship temperature and each SNP genotype, coded as GG = 

0, AG = 1 and AA = 2. 
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Table 6. Haplotype Frequencies Overall and by Subsample 

 Haplotype Frequencies  

Haplotype Overall Asians Caucasians Significance Test 

AAAG .422 .608 .333 χ2 (1) = 34.9, p = 3.4e-9 

GGGG .173 .163 .153 χ2 (1) = 0.10, p = .757 

GGGA .167 .046 .235 χ2 (1) = 35.3, p = 2.9e-9 

GAGG .103 .095 .103 χ2 (1) = 0.08, p = .773 

GAAG .059 .046 .060 χ2 (1) = 0.44, p = .509 

GAGA .044 .007 .081 χ2 (1) = 16.14, p = 5.9e-5 

AGGG .011 .021 .006 χ2 (1) = 1.85, p = .173 

AAGG .009 .010 .005 χ2 (1) = 0.40, p = .525 

Note. Estimated frequencies are provided for all haplotypes with a frequency of 

.01 or greater in the overall sample or in either of the two largest population 

subgroups. Haplotype frequencies were estimated using Haploview (Barrett et al., 

2005). 
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Table 7. Haplotype Associations with Extradyadic Fantasy 

  Carriers  Non-Carriers  

Sex Haplotype M SD N  M SD N Effect size r [95% CI] 

Females GAGA 1.77 1.42 13  2.09 1.42 153 -.063 [-.188,  .094] 

 GAAG 1.88 1.71 16  2.08 1.39 150 -.046 [-.194,  .158] 

 GGGA 1.86 1.25 44  2.13 1.48 122 -.079 [-.207,  .067] 

 GAGG 2.51 1.52 33  1.95 1.38 133  .156 [-.005,  .329] 

 GGGG 1.81 1.23 47  2.16 1.48 119 -.109 [-.249,  .035] 

 AAAG 2.13 1.45 122  1.89 1.32 45  .108 [-.038,  .252] 

Males GAGA 2.73 1.42 11  3.79 2.20 156 -.125 [-.236, -.006]* 

 GAAG 4.74 1.94 23  3.56 2.17 144  .172  [ .022,  .311]* 

 GGGA 3.42 2.20 62  3.90 2.14 105 -.098 [-.256,  .064] 

 GAGG 4.51 2.16 35  3.52 2.13 132  .194  [ .038,  .346]* 

 GGGG 3.69 2.28 51  3.74 2.13 116 -.013 [-.172,  .140] 

 AAAG 3.65 2.09 101  3.81 2.30 67 -.051 [-.215,  .109] 

* p < .05.  
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Table 8. Haplotype Associations with Extradyadic Attraction 

  Carriers  Non-Carriers  

Sex Haplotype M SD N  M SD N Effect size r [95% CI] 

Females GAAG 0.31 0.34 9  0.18 0.31 102 .114 [-.067, .335] 

 GAGG 0.20 0.22 25  0.18 0.34 86 .028 [-.107, .207] 

 GA*G 0.23 0.26 33  0.17 0.33 78 .098 [-.062, .322] 

Males GAAG 0.89 0.71 18  0.56 0.66 96 .179 [ .010, .374]* 

 GAGG 0.87 0.79 17  0.56 0.64 97 .162 [-.049, .376] 

 GA*G 0.89 0.77 32  0.50 0.60 82 .260 [ .075, .451]** 

* p < .05. ** p < .01.  
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Table 9. Haplotype Associations with Relationship Temperature 

  Carriers  Non-Carriers  

Sex Haplotype M SD N  M SD N Effect size r [95% CI] 

Females GAGA 77.6 18.0 13  82.3 12.8 153 -.052 [-.274,  .146] 

 GAAG 82.5 14.8 16  81.9 13.2 150  .004 [-.182,  .148] 

 GGGA 83.9 11.7 45  81.2 13.8 121  .115 [-.030,  .253] 

 GAGG 81.6 15.2 33  82.0 12.8 133 -.029 [-.185,  .130] 

 GGGG 84.0 13.4 47  81.1 13.2 119  .107 [-.052,  .259] 

 AAAG 81.4 12.9 122  83.6 14.3 45 -.105 [-.262,  .048] 

Males GAGA 86.4 9.5 11  79.1 12.6 158  .135 [ .014,  .252]* 

 GAAG 80.1 14.1 23  79.5 12.4 146  .118  [-.063, .279] 

 GGGA 81.4 11.0 63  78.6 13.3 106  .092 [-.056,  .239] 

 GAGG 80.0 13.3 35  79.5 12.4 134 -.004 [-.170,  .162] 

 GGGG 78.1 13.2 52  80.3 12.3 117 -.058 [-.213,  .103] 

 AAAG 78.8 13.7 101  80.9 10.6 69 -.149 [-.282, -.006]* 

† p < .10. 
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Appendix – Published Studies Including the OXTR SNP rs53576 

# Authors Year Date Accepted Journal 

1 S. Wu et al. 2005 03/07/2005 Biological Psychiatry 

2 S. Jacob et al. 2007 02/01/2007 Neuroscience Letters 

3 M. Bakermans-Kranenberg & van IJzendoorn 2008 01/21/2008 SCAN 

4 O. Gillath et al. 2008 08/07/2008 PSPB 

5 M. Lucht et al. 2009 04/09/2009 PNPBP 

6 B. Costa et al. 2009 05/14/2009 Psychoneuroendocrinology 

7 A.-K. Wermter et al. 2010* 08/03/2009 American J Medical Genetics: B 

8 S. Rodrigues et al. 2009 10/09/2009 PNAS 

9 X. Liu et al. 2010* 12/16/2009 J Human Genetics 

10 M. Riem et al. 2011* 03/18/2010 SCAN 

11 J. Park et al.  2010 03/20/2010 PNPBP 

12 Y. Kawamura et al. 2010 04/19/2010 J Affective Disorders 

13 C. Apicella et al. 2010 05/27/2010 PLoS ONE 

14 H. Tost et al.  2010 06/25/2010 PNAS 

15 H. Inoue et al. 2010 07/12/2010 Biological Psychiatry 

16 H. Kim et al. 2010 07/26/2010 PNAS 

17 D. Campbell et al. 2011* 12/17/2010 J Neurodevelopmental Disorders 

18 Y. Kawamura et al. (2) 2011 03/23/2011 Asia-Pacific Psychiatry 

19 B. Bradley et al. 2011 04/17/2011 ǂ Development and Psychopathology 

20 H. Kim et al. (2) 2011 04/19/2011 SPPS 

21 F. Chen & Johnson 2011 05/26/2011 SPPS 

22 M. Luijk et al. 2011 05/31/2011 J Child Psychology and Psychiatry 

23 J. Sasaki et al. 2011 07/03/2011 J Cross-Cultural Psychology 

24 F. Chen et al. 2011 08/08/2011 Frontiers in Psychology 

25 S. Saphire-Bernstein et al. 2011 08/10/2011 PNAS 

26 H. Walum et al. 2012* 09/05/2011 Biological Psychiatry 
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27 M. Poulin et al. 2012* 10/05/2011 Psychological Science 

28 A. Johansson et al. 2012* 10/16/2011 Genes, Brain and Behavior 

29 M. Tops et al. 2011 10/18/2011 Frontiers in Psychiatry 

30 A. Kogan et al. 2011 10/19/2011 PNAS 

31 F. Chen et al. (2) 2011 10/28/2011 PNAS 

32 G. Norman et al. 2012* 11/16/2011 Hormones and Behavior 

33 M. Cornelis et al. 2012 01/03/2012 Molecular Psychiatry 

34 N. Wu et al. 2012 01/04/2012 J Affective Disorders 

35 F. Krueger et al.  2012 01/16/2012 Frontiers in Human Neuroscience 

36 A. Malik et al. 2012 02/25/2012 Genes, Brain and Behavior 

37 A. Tharner et al. 2012 03/--/2012 a J Developmental Behavioral Pediatrics 

38 J. Mendlewicz 2012 03/12/2012 Neuroscience Letters 

39 M. Sturge-Apple et al. 2012 03/20/2012 J Family Psychology 

40 D. Cicchetti & Rogosch 2012 04/16/2012 ǂ Development and Psychopathology 

41 P. Jern et al. 2012 04/19/2012 British J Urology International 

42 M. Lucht et al. (2) 2013* 06/03/2012 Nordic J Psychiatry 

43 A. Marsh et al. 2012 06/07/2012 Psychopharmacology 

44 A. Terkawi et al. 2012 06/28/2012 American J Obstetrics and Gynecology 

45 R. Fraley et al.  2013* 10/23/2012 J Personality and Social Psychology 

46 C. Montag et al. 2012 11/07/2012 PLoS ONE 

47 G. Roisman et al. 2013* 12/06/2012 Attachment and Human Development 

48 E. van Roekel et al. 2013* 12/16/2012 Psychiatric Genetics 

49 L. Kuessel et al. 2013* 12/17/2012 ǂ Disease Markers 

50 M. Poulin & Holman  2013 01/15/2013 Hormones and Behavior 

51 R. Lucas-Thompson & Holman 2013 02/19/2013 Hormones and Behavior 

52 R. Bryant et al.  2013 03/02/2013 Psychoneuroendocrinology 

53 B. Tabak et al. 2014* 03/28/2013 SCAN 

54 K. Raby et al.  2013 04/05/2013 J Child Psychology and Psychiatry 

55 D. Stjepanovic 2013 04/22/2013 Translational Psychiatry 
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56 J. Wang et al. 2013 05/05/2013 NeuroImage 

57 J. Wang et al. (2) 2014* 05/15/2013 Brain Structure and Function 

58 E. Loth et al. 2014* 07/02/2013 Biological Psychiatry 

59 R. McQuaid et al.  2013 07/03/2013 Frontiers in Neuroscience 

60 M. Dadds et al.  2013 09/22/2013 ǂ Development and Psychopathology 

61 B. Bradley et al. (2) 2013 08/14/2013 European J Psychotraumatology 

62 E. van Roekel et al. (2) 2013 09/03/2013 PLoS ONE 

63 E. Dunn et al.  2014* 09/20/2013 J Affective Disorders 

64 S.-C. Chang et al.  2014* 09/23/2013 Psychoneuroendocrinology 

65 N. Wu & Y. Su 2014* 10/31/2013 J Cognition and Development 

66 K. Smith et al. 2014* 10/31/2013 Social Neuroscience 

67 W. Moons et al. 2014* 11/04/2013 Emotion 

68 W. Verbeke et al.  2013 11/05/2013 Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience 

69 D. Skuse et al. 2014* 11/26/2013 PNAS 

70 R. Cents et al. 2014* 11/28/2013 J Child Psychology and Psychiatry 

71 M. Peltola et al. 2014* 12/24/2013 Emotion 

72 R. Feldman et al. 2014 01/06/2014 Translational Psychiatry 

73 K. Michalska et al.  2014 01/13/2014 PLoS ONE 

74 S. Thompson et al. 2014 01/19/2014 Psychoneuroendocrinology 
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The present dissertation provides an overview of the nascent literature on relationship 

genetics and two new studies investigating the influences of MHC matching and haplotypes in 

the oxytocin receptor gene on measures of intimate relationship dynamics. In combination, these 

articles provide a snapshot of a literature early in its development and demonstrations of two 

distinct approaches to investigating the influences of molecular genetics on human intimate 

relationships. The coming years will likely witness an expansion of this literature to additional 

and more carefully refined phenotypes and to numerous additional genetic markers, as well as 

efforts to replicate the preliminary findings that have been reported so far. As this new endeavor 

grows and spreads, it is important for scholars to keep in mind the bewildering complexities 

involved in linking genotypes to phenotypes, particularly when those phenotypes involve more 

than one individual's cognition and behavior. This research has the potential to transform the way 

scientists and laypersons understand their closest of relationships, by helping us to appreciate the 

foundational nature of individual differences in human behavior and cognition that color the 

spectrum of the modern embrace of multiculturalism and diversity. Yet research of this kind also 

brings with it certain attendant risks.  

Research on genetics is disproportionately susceptible to misperception and 

misinterpretation on the part of the general lay public. Concepts of genetic essentialism and 

genetic determinism have dangerous and unsettling implications, yet modern genetics and 

genomics increasingly undermines and invalidates these philosophical stances, suggesting that it 

may be innate cognition and a lack of education that is to blame for these problematic 

approaches to understanding the modern world. Nevertheless, geneticists and their collaborators 

in the social and behavioral sciences have a responsibility to maintain these challenges firmly in 

mind and to tackle them head-on. Otherwise, we will be unable to harvest the benefits of these 
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research methods without unintentionally causing undue harm when our findings and 

interpretations and misappropriated by others. As the social and behavioral sciences move to 

increasingly adopt 21st century genetic and genomic methods, there is potential for tremendous 

advances and new breakthroughs in our understanding of human relationships. It is hoped that 

the work presented here will make some modest but positive contribution toward the furtherance 

of these developments. 

 




